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ABSTRACT

on hew hospice medical personnel and cheir rerminally 11 

pazlencs calk about; leach and cylnc. Ic Is a cuallcaclv. 

echnographlc scudy of a communlcy nosplce. The Issues

— n Cl Ci'iH'-dqccis: = rci —•■vqcis —'"'i - a ~

paclencs experience leach, calk abouC deach, and how che; 

make sense ouc of che lying process.

The seven month scudy was oonducced ac an cuc- 

paclenc communlcy hospice, locacec In a small olcy In 

central Oklahoma. Extensive parclolpanc-observaclcn was 

oonducced during regular patient visitation by che 

nurses, at the weekly IDT meeting and with che rest of 

che hospice staff. Using Tell Hvmtes perspective of, 

'ethnography of speaking' this study provides Insight 

Into a specific communication settings by understanding, 

the structure and function of It.



SPEAKING ABOUT DEATH: AN ETHNOGRAPHY 

OF SPEAKING, A STUDY OF A COMMUNITY HOSPICE.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO HOW PEOPLE TALK ABOUT DEATH

The real of tnis research sruhy is rc oevelcc an 

ethnography of speaking (discussed in chapters 3-6) by 

analyzing two different speech events: A weekly

Interdisciplinary Team (ITT) meeting, and nurse patient 

verbal communication gathered from research conducted at 

a local community hospice. This meeting is a major 

weecly communicative event involving the open exchange of 

medical and social information between me.mbers of the 

health care team. Information exchanged during the 

course of the ITT determines the type of health or 

patient care hospice patients will receive until the next 

meeting.

Generally the study of health care communication 

centers on issues such as doctor-patient relations, 

compliance gaining, giving bad news to patients, and 

communication with other health care professionals (Kreps 

& Thornton, 1992; Sullivan & Reardon, 1986; Fitzpatrick,



rreimunh 1992; Evans & llarae, 1992; Kcrsch,

1969; Arnnscn, 1989; Nussbaum, 1989'. However, scudy of 

ocrrmunicacicn and nealcn rare Is scmewhac differenc in 

scope chan mcsc communicacion research. Ic is a scudy 

chac deals wich an i.cipcrcanc healch care issue which is 

ncc one ncmally dealc wich in cradicional healch 

ccmmunicacicn research.

The focus of chis communicacion research is on how 

hospice medical personnel, che cerminally ill, cheir 

primary care givers, cheir hospice healch care nurses and 

cheir family members calk abcuc deach and dying. An 

echncgraphic checrecical framework is used co scudy 

communicacion among Chese individuals and groups. This 

research scudies how hospice and cheir paclencs calk 

abcuc deach, how chey experience deach and how chey make 

sense ouc of Cheir very personal experience of dying.

Deach is noc an easy subjecc for people of 20"' 

cencury American culCure co discuss openly in normal 

everyday conversacion (Kreps & Thorncon, 1992). As 

reporced in deach and dying liceracure, even when che 

Copie of deaCh is discussed, people calk abouc iC in 

subdued voices and use various euphemisms co avoid saying 

Che words: dead, deaCh and dying (KasCerbaum, 197 9, 1981;



Kalish, 19"?; Ce Scelder ü Strickland, 1 993; Stecdenscr., 

1985;. The most common response to talking about death 

is that most people prefer to avcic the subject 

altogether, or when it is discussed, tell the individual 

that he/she is being morbid and quickly change the 

subject (Kreps & Thornton, 1992; Kreps, 1993' .

The ironic coincidence about death is that avoidance 

in conversation does not mean an avoidance of it in life, 

leath is there, always stalking us from the moment of our 

birth throughout our lives until it finally catches up 

with and takes us. Even modern science and medicine can 

not stop death; all they can do is delay the inevitable.

Since death is such a part of our lives, we should 

be able to talk about it freely and honestly in almost 

any social setting. However, this is not the case in the 

American culture, and this avoidance is true of both 

medical professionals (doctors and medical staff; and 

laymen alike. Doctors certainly do not like to tell 

their patients that they are dying, and patients 

certainly do not like to hear it, and they do not like to 

admit to it if they are (Glasser & Strauss, 1965; Evans & 

Clarke, 1983; Wortman & Dunkel-Schetter, 1979;



Suecr.enscn, 1985; Ni.T.ocks, '-vecc û Connell 198"; Luker.an, 

1982; Sminh 1985; Thompson, 1989; .

This Chen is che hilerrcr.a of healing wich ieach in

concemporary American cuicure. If ia\mien will not or 

cannoc calk about heath, ana hooters are reluctant to 

discuss the subject of heath with their patients, then 

how he people who are hying er these who have to heal 

with the dying on a daily basis, talk about death and

make sense of this very personal and individual

experience?

Purpose of the Studv

This study focuses on communication within a 

community hospice and how it is manifested by various 

members of the hospice staff, terminally ill patients, 

their families, friends, as well as their health care 

providers (Miller & Knapp, 1986). The setting of this 

study is a local community hospice for the terminally 

ill. My applied interest in this subject comes from an 

experience I had when a family member was diagnosed and 

subsequently died from terminal liver and pancreatic 

cancer.



In =ddi:icn, : spent 2 year and a naif as a despise 

volunteer, aiding a man in a nursing dome who was dying 

sf prostrate sancer and a songestive neart. Tdese 

experiences nave brought me into contact with doctors, 

nurses, various medical professicnals and lavtnen in the 

environment of hospitals, nursing domes and dome care 

settings in which they work. 1 have watched and listened 

to these people talk about the dying process with an 

intense personal involvement and with an acute academic 

interest. As a result, I nave become fascinated with the 

verbal and non-verbal communication of patient and 

medical personnel within the context of the patient's 

impending death.

This applied experience of being involved in 

people's lives and their subsequent deaths has developed 

into a theoretical interest which lies in the dichotomy 

that exists between what a person says to others about 

what they believe and do, and what they really say and do 

in practice. I believe that this dichotomy can be best 

addressed by looking at the everyday concerns of the 

individuals who are involved. I further believe that we 

cannot continue to ignore communicacion surrounding death 

just because it is an uncomfortable subject to discuss



:ommunicatien literature. Months or research ane 

las shown tie tnat talking about ceath a no lying : 

lopic that is both worthy and necessary in the 

leaith/medical communication field.

Scope of the Studv

Americans enjoy talking about what is naccening to 

themselves as individuals as well as to what is happening 

to others. This talk includes both good news as well as 

the bad news. In addition, patients diagnosed with a 

terminal illness also have this lesire to talk. However, 

due to societal norms, cultural stigma or their emotional 

state, patients often are not allowed or are unable to 

discuss their own death and the process of dying with 

others. This impasse includes their family, friends and 

even their doctors and nurses (Hines, Moss & McKenzie, 

1995; Hines, Babrow, Badzek & Moss, 1996; Ling, 1989; 

Hansen & Frantz, 1984; Cherry & Smith, 1993; Gotcher & 

Edwards, 1990; Thompson, 1989).

This hesitancy of patients to talk about their 

impending death is reflected in both health communication 

literature and literature on death and dying (Burleson,



19?4, 1990; Gantz i Greenberg, 1990; Firzpa 

Freimuth, 1992',. Recently, studies in communication nave 

focused on various HIV/'AIGS relates topics Gline,

Johnson, Freeman, 1992; Edgar, Freimuth, Hammond,

McDonald & Fink, 1992; Ferloff i Ray, 1991; Green,

Parrott i Serovich, 1993; Reardon, 1990; Zook, 1993'. 

Research studies in these areas have provided insight 

into a patient's hesitancy to talk about his or her 

impending death as well as the reluctancy of most health 

care professionals to talk openly and honestly about 

death and dying to their terminally ill diagnosed 

patients {Harwood, 1995; Gctoher, 1993; Kreps, 1983; 

lefeure, 1992: Sullivan, i Rearoon, 1986}.

The aim of this research is to address the topic of 

speaking about death in American culture, by examining 

some specific settings in which talking openly about 

death is commonplace. While there are many more settings 

in which death is discussed openly, I chose two settings 

that contrasted strongly with each other: a group setting 

and an individual setting.

Employees of hospice talk about death in many 

places such as: the patient's home, nursing home, 

professional settings and scheduled meetings. They also

7



lal.-: accut aeach using a variety ur ways ranging frorr. :na 

use cf professional medical terminology, no cnac of one 

colloquial terminology of tne laym.an. Equally important 

is the description of how the field nurses deal with and 

understand death and terminai iilness in light :f the NC 

Hospice philosophy (see appendix A ' . What the nurses do 

tr say about dying and death relates directly to how the- 

interact with their patients, the type of care and even 

the style of health care given.

NC Hospice is an especially appropriate locale for 

doing ethnographic research into speaking situations 

about terminaily ill patients because of the variety and 

visibility of death relevant speaking situations that 

emerge from the hospice team concept ( Zimjr.ermann, 1994; 

Zimmermann & Applegate, 1992). Each staff member 

employed at hospice has a specific role that 

distinctively shapes his or her interactions with the 

patient, with the primary care giver and with the 

patient's family.

For example in NC hospice, there is a distinction 

made between medical and non-medical staff roles. Some 

non-medical staff provide spiritual guidance, social and 

psychological help and counseling. While other non-

8



rn.ecical snaff cravide friendship, acmpanicnshrc, ana 

relief for rhe primary care giver as well as, 

adminisrracive, organicanicnal and managerial suppcrr far 

ahe patient, the family and the field nurses.

This iissertatian is an ethnography, specifically an 

ethnography of communication (see chapter 5i, which 

describes various communication aspects of a community 

hospice located in a medium sice city in central 

Oklahoma. The research studies death relevant speaking 

situations between hospice staff and patients with a 

diagnosed terminal illness who have si:-: months or less to 

live. The study will look at how these individuals talk 

or do not talk about death with their family, friends and 

various health care professionals.

To better understand how communication by medical 

and lay people alike is used in dealing with terminal 

illnesses we need first to understand the perspective of 

death in American society since the mid-1950's. In 

addition, the term hospice will be defined 

philosophically and medically and the role it plays in 

dealing with terminally ill individuals will be examined.



Zearh in Cnnremccrarv seder-/

Death is a subject that has intrigued mankind 

throughout history. We have told stories, thus creating 

mythologies and tales describing death and what happens 

when death occurs. In his book, The Denial cf Death 

(1973;, Earnest Becker says, "the idea of death, the fear 

cf it haunts the human animal like nothing else; it is 

the mainspring of human activity-activity designed 

largely to avoid the fatality of death" ;p . in;. He 

states that the fear of death is the primal motivation

If we look at death from Becker's point of view, we 

can understand the basis for many of our religious and 

scientific beliefs. Death, for many of us, is a 

difficult and uncomfortable subject to discuss. However 

when death occurs, we want to know the details. Although 

we may not be willing to admit it to others, death holds 

a certain interest for us. When told about someone's 

death and after expressing condolences isn't the usual 

question asked, "How did he or she die?" We are drawn to 

the subject of death by curiosity, sincere interest, or 

as a way to better understand the death of a loved one.

10



Reçarà-ess cr cur reasons we are urawn cc ceacn _i,-:e 

mochs CO a flame ;'Nuland, 1993';.

Ic Is a parade:-; cnac we are orawn cc oeach cor 

whacever reasons, however, we really do noc wane co face 

ieacn, especially our own. Kreps .1988' says cnac chis 

reluccance co speak abouc deach illusCraces our oulcural 

scioma surrounding deach and che dying process. This 

reluccance Co discuss deach hinders our abilicy co make 

sense ouc of deach and che dying process. Inscead of 

calking openly abouc death we disguise conversacicn abouc 

deach in che cradicional mechccs of folk cales, 

allegories, dreams and even jokes (Nuland, 1994;.

Because of che medical revolucion of che pasc 40 

years, we have created a modern method of dealing with 

deach. In che American hospital, a legitimized cultural 

institution, dying occurs, sanitized and isolated from 

che rest of society. In this setting death can be 

ignored and or dealt with by others. It is as if we have 

blinders on concerning the existence of death. In 

American culture, if we cannot see death occur, we do not 

experience the process of dying, therefore, death must 

not exist.



Jus. 53 -.ve -ike :c igr.cre anc ieey eeann, >/e creaze 

myths about it. One myth concerning death is that of 

the, "good death” or, ars moriendi, :Muiand, 1985, c. :-:vi 

this myth is represented in iiterature, art, teievision 

and movies. An example of this "good death" is enacted 

by Hollywood every time some one ties in a movie. How 

can we forget the deathbed scene where grandmother is 

dying, and her husband, chiidren, grandchildren and 

friends are gathered around her bed waiting for her last 

words and her peaceful departure from this world. This 

example of death is very far from what actually occurs ai 

the time of oeath.

However, this is the type of zeath which we hope fo: 

or imagine for ourselves, and for our family and friends 

Hut just what is this, "gccd death?” Muland found that 

ars moriendi. was a "religious and spiritual endeavor, 

described by the fifteenth-century printer William Caxto; 

as, 'the craft for to deye for the helthe of mannes 

sowle'" (p. xvi). Over time, this philosophy evolved 

into the culturally desirable idealized death, truly the 

right way to die.

This notion of a, "beautiful death," is made 

difficult in our society by the current method we use to

■ ?



ieal '.-liz'r. dearh. Mosa ieatr.s in Aneriaa nnday ncaur nan 

in nne heme wich friends and family around bun rather in 

the hospital or the nursing home, isclateo from everyoay 

life and human experience. In this way, we isolate and 

prevent the death bed scene we sc desire and associate 

with the, "good death" scenario. 5y removing ano

isolating death from our everyday life experience, we

also remove and isolate the communication interaction

that goes along with it.

"*£3 ^  r. r ^

Hospice is a program of care designed specifically 

f:r the terminally ill and their families. It is an 

alternative to the normative way of dying, which is 

usually alone, and usually in a hospital setting. The 

official hospice belief system or ideology of death is 

closest to the model of a "good death" that we can have 

and is an aspect of the hospice code as discussed in 

chapter 6. Hospice not only provides physical care for 

the terminally ill patient, but gives attention to their 

emotional, psycho-social, and spiritual needs while also 

assisting the needs of their families (Smith, 1985).

13



Tne ncscine inec-cgy nenners arcuna supcorn seen a; 

helping pacienc lessen or be free cf physical and 

psychological pain, no help m e m  ma<e nhe most of the 

time that they have left, and to ma,-:e their eying mere 

comfortable, less frightening, and in every way more 

 ̂  ̂  ̂̂ ̂ #

Hospice, as defined by the National Hospice 

Organization in one of their information brocnures, is: 

a compassionate method cf caring for terminally ili 

people. Hospice is a medically directed, 

interdisciplinary team-managed program of services 

that focuses on the patient/family as the unit of 

care. Hospice care is palliative rather than 

curative, with an emphasis on pain and symptom 

control, so that a person may live the last days o: 

life fully, with dignity and comfort, at home or i: 

a home-like setting. iNaticnal Hospice 

Organization, 1996)

In the hospice view (Stoddard, 1991), this is an 

alternative to conventional, cure-orientated medical 

treatment aimed at combating disease with any means 

possible, for as long as possible. Instead of pursuing 

aggressive treatments for terminally diagnosed

14
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care, which is ccmfcrr and e.TiCCicnal sccccrc.

Doctors are taught to treat disease wi:h a focus on 

recovery and cure [Stoddard, 1991;. They aggressively 

manage diseases with progressive procedures, medicines 

and advanced technology. Sometimes the treatments e.ccee'. 

the physical and mental limits cf the patients they

These doctors m.av continue with treatment

even prescribe experimental, painful and costly 

treatments, even thorough the results may not have any

more benefit in curing the disease or keeping the patient

z ' ' -ya ' '' 1  rrc

From the point of view cf hospice [Stoddard, 1991:, 

aggressive and continual treatment of disease needs to be 

contrasted with the actual desires and needs of the 

patients themselves. Palliative care is what hospice 

provides to the patients once the affliction can no 

longer be treated, and his or her condition is diagnosed 

by a physician as terminal with a life expectancy of 6 

months or less to live. Thus the focus of palliative 

care is the relief of symptomatic pain associated with 

certain terminal illness (Smith, 1985). As the

15



iççrcçriace rreac.T.enz rcr ar.e aisease canair.ues, ihe 

curative effort discontinues.

Hospice ioctrine noies that tne hospice staff sh; 

try, as much as possible, te return control of the 

patient's life to the patient. Hospice foes this by 

allowing patients and their families to decide on 

schedules, treatments, meal planes, visitation, and 

medication. Hospice and its medical professionals 

provide guidance and also act as an advocate for the 

cat lent to helc him or her sort cut viable actions anc

The overall philosophy of hospice empnasices tne 

importance of quality of life for the dying. A pamphlet 

written by the National Hospice Organization describes 

the purpose and philosophy of hospice:

to provide support and care for people in the final 

phase of a terminal disease so that they can live as 

fully and comfortably as possible. Hospice affirms 

life and regards dying as a normal process. Hospice 

believes that through personalized services and 

caring community, patients and families can attain 

the necessary preparation for a death that is 

satisfactory to them. (The Basics, 1985)
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zreszcrz 1993' and Smizh 19-5' szace zhac zhe zeal 

of hospice is zc manage zhe pazienz's care as well as 

possible anzil oeazh occurs. “or mcsz pazienzs and 

physicians, zhe firsz szep in managing care is zo manage 

zhe pazienz's ozzen chronic and severe pain.

Afzer pain is relieved and or conzrcllec, zhe 

hcspics szafz can give azzenzion zc social and cc.m.eszic 

issues such as family problems relazed zo zhe fear and 

anxiezy of an impending deach in zhe family. Then, zhere 

are various practical concerns such as: dealing with 

personal and family eszrangemenzs, problems wizh 

insurance, various gcvernmenz agencies, credizors, and 

zhe making of wills and planning of funeral arrangements.

When an individual is initially diagnosed as having 

a terminal illness, both he or she and his or her fa.mily 

often go through a difficult emotional time of adjustment 

and of acceptance of zhe illness. Hospice helps in 

addressing some of these issues of adjustment and 

acceptance by providing a safe open non-judgmental 

environment. In the hospice view {Stoddard, 1991), if 

these problems are not brought out in the open and 

discussed, the results for the patient and the patient's
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depression and grief.

Hospice iirerarure (Andersen, 1992; Smitih, 1935 ; 

Sceddard, 1991' notes that it is corttonpiace for patients 

diagnosed with a terminal disease such cancer to often

indication that they are in denial cf their medical

terminally ill patient will do the same by refraining 

from using the words "cancer", "terminal" or "dying" in 

front cf the patient or to friends and mecical staff when 

describing the patient's condition.

As a personal example, 1 had a friend and neighbor 

named Harry- who complained of lower back pain. After 

numerous visits to the doctor, he -.vas diagnosed with 

cancer of the spine. When talking to me about his 

medical condition he would refuse to use the word cancer 

instead he would quickly change subject and say, "I'm 

going to beat this thing." He knew he had cancer, but he 

would never address the word directly, even in the last 

days of his life. In the hospice view, facing the 

reality of death won't necessarily make it come sooner.

13
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can often be dealt wire, or dindnisned (Stoddard, 1991;.

>7har Is a Hcscice 

A hospice is an organization with specific services 

intended to relieve the varied syrtctcrts tf terminal 

illness. Some hospices are community-based home care 

agencies, others are oepartments or units in nospitals :r 

nursing homes and some are independent live-in autonomous

hospice programs available in the United States, Anne 

Munley found the following:

Currently, although individual types of hospice 

programs vary, there are at least five identifiable 

types of hospice programs in the United States: (I;

the free-standing hospice that provides inpatient 

service along wizh home care; (2) the home health 

agency hospice; (3; hospice beds or a palliative- 

care unit within a hospital; (4} che roving hospice 

team working wizh dying pazienzs wherever z.hey are 

located; and (5) the hospice program wizh hospital 

and medical school affiliation (p. 32).
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Hcscice service is cesiçnec :c ce an :vera_i leac. 

efforr between che cacienc, che pacienc's primary 

physician and cne hospice scarf. The initial iecisicn :c 

place che pacienc in hospice service is given by che 

patient's primary physician uccn the diagnosis that the 

patient's rendition is terminal with a prognosis of the 

patient having six months or less to live. Cnoe this 

diagnosis is made, the patient's physician can then 

prescribe hospice care. The patient's physician also 

oversees and authorizes the care the patient is to 

receive from the hospice organization.

Cnoe assigned to hospice, the patient's overall 

medical service is directed by a staff physician in 

conjunction with the patient's personal physician. 

However, the specific medical treatment is planned and 

implemented by individual team .me.mbers. The team is 

comprised of nurses, social workers, chaplains, 

therapists, nursing assistants and volunteers.

This team meets weekly, evaluating the patient and 

discussing the treatment plan in relationship to the 

patient and his or her present condition (Zimmerman,

1994; Zimmerman & Applegate, 1992) . Different points of 

view provided by the different disciplines represented at

20



evaluanicn. Each member of :he ream has his or her ow: 

solutions to a oroblem affection tne oatient t r o  r~ Z

.z ZO hospices zhrcughccz zhe Unized SZazes, summarize-: 

ipice's service and organization as:

The typical hospice model represented by this survey

care, inpatient palliative care Neither through

with a local hospital or convalescent home), 

consulting and referral, bereavement follow-up, 

medical and nursing, counseling, spiritual, teaching 

and social services. Visiting hours and days are 

unlimited, with no age restrictions for visitors.

The patient and family are the unit of care. The 

great bulk of the patients come from within a thirty 

mile radius and the population they serve is about 

five hundred thousand. Home care services are 

provided seven days a week, twenty-four hours a day 
for about thirty-five patients. The average length
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who each concricute accur fcur hours' service per 

wee< afcer accut eventy hours of orientation ano in- 

service training. The nurrtcer of personnel are

however, usually a team is used consisting of the

vocational/practical nurse, social worker, 

physician, clergy, administrative personnel, anc 

nursing assistants. The overwhelming nu.mcer of 

patients are admitteo with cancer ciagnoses. More 

than half the patients are sinty-five years cf age. 

Most of the inpatient beds are classified as acute 

hospital beds. Funding and revenues come from 

foundations, federal grants, state government, 

philanthropy, commercial insurance. Medicare, and 

Medicaid. Some accommodations are provided for 

overnight stay of patient's families. (pp.”0-71, as 

cited in Stephenson, 198 5',

Since this was written by Cohen over ten years ago, 

patients with AIDS now account for four percent of all 

admissions. In addition, in 1997, fifteen percent of the
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crganizaiicns, and tnere are acprc:-:i~a"aly 2, :C0 ncsciaa 

program compared co 1500 in 1955 ; Scephenson, 1955; 

Hospice race Sheer, 1996:.

Hiscoricaliy, che words hospice, hospical, hocel, or

"hese words ocme from one lacin rerm hcsces iSiecoid,

1992: whicn means been hose and geese. Anciene hospices 

offered mere ehen juse care fcr che eying; eney aise gave 

aid CO Che sick, che indigene, and che eraveler/pilgrim.

Webster's Seveneh New Cclleaiaee Diceionary : 19 6 9 '

"*a " ' 1  c; ■mz-cr''.'*—  a  <  ' "  —  v- %  : T a  ' a  r* a  a  ^  ^

persons or che underprivileged especially when maineained 

by a religious order" (p. 402;. le r.asn'z been uneil ene 

past 13 or 15 years wieh ene resurgence of Che hospice 

movement ehae cur medical community has remembered the 

importance of che hosc/guesc relationship.

In a recenc definition. Seaman's Medical Diceionary 

25th Edition (1990) edited by W . R. Hensyl, defines 

hospice as:

an institution that provides a centralized program 

of palliative and supportive services to dying
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psychological, social, and sciricual care; seen 

services are provided cy an inoerdisciplinary oeam 

00 professionals and volunoeers who are available a: 

home and in inpatienn secoings. ,'p. ~25

change in che définie ion and concepo of hospice, perhaps

viewpoint on what and how the dying process shccld be.

there are many reasons why American society treats death 

the was it foes ; one reason is tne taboo against 

discussing death in daily conversation. The second is 

the American focus on youth, wealth and vitality to the 

exclusion of the aged, and the third is the Puritan view 

that losing control, power, vigor are undesirable human 

failings. Fourth is our loss of the richness of our 

personai relationships. Fifth and sixth, is the 

materialism of American culture, and finally sixth is the 

loss of connection between man and his environment.
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:laric'/ and underscandina;

dnmmnni~ 7 Hcsoice— ncscias aare ae_ivaraa t.: 

reminally ill individuals an nneir piace cf resides, 

an cuccacienc basis.

or concerning cne pacienc, cbeir diagnosis, care anc

- z r

T - — —i c o**  ̂ -i ^ -.r r

vis1:5 patients at tneir piace :t residence.

Heme Hea 1 cn Aids— I'suaiiy idencicied as IMA's, 

Cercified Nursing Assiscancs, because of che pacienc care 

craining program chey accenc.

Hcscice SCaff— This includes all employees chac work 

ac NC Hcscice which includes, nurses, social workers, 

chaplain, medical record clerk, recepcionisc, voiunceer

pharmacist.

NC Hoscice— The specific hcscice where che 

carticicant-cbservacions research was conducced.



id _ ..

Research Ouesr Icr.s 

snudy actempes to address and answer :

hospice nurse, pacienc, and primary care giver/family

process discussed am.ong che various hospice scarf?

3. Whac are scm.e of cne speecn seccings fcr cai: 

about deach and dvina and what are che features of the

Croanicacion of che fissercacion 

Chapter two provides an exhaustive surrumary of che 

literature used in chis dissertation. This includes 

previous research on health care communication, research 

on death and dying, hospice, and methodology.
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Chapter three prev:res a retailed explanatlet of tht 

Tiethcdological and theoretical assuTptions used 

throughout this study.

Chapter four is a oeneral ethnography of MC Hospice 

which provides essential background information for 

chapter five.

Chapter fia'e is a ethnography of communication 

looking at two distinctly different speech events: the 

ICT meeting and the patient's bedside environment.

Chapter si:-: is the oonciusion which includes a brie; 

review of the study content, imiplications and future 

recommendations.

Appendi:-: A is the philosophy statement of MC 

Hospice.

Appendi:-: 3 is a detaile-d history cf hospice and of 

the hospice movement from ancient times until the 

present.

Appendi:: C through 3 are forms used at MC Hospice 

during the IDT meeting and referred to in chapters 4 and

5 _

Append!:: F and G are handouts used in instructing 

individuals about what naturally happens biologically to

27



the hunar. itcdy as teacr. accrtaches as '.•/e-l as a 

seven indicators of death.
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Health ctrrjriunicaticn, as a suc-aisciplir.e of the 

ocrtmunioaticn field, has beer, rapioly bevel op in g :ver the 

last 25 years. This is a new area of study for 

oormunication scholars, and, as such, it bees not yet 

have all the answers or even all the questions. This is 

especially true when it is reaiiced that the bisciplines 

cf psychology, psychiatry, sociology, anthropology, 

linguistics, philosophy and medicine have been studying 

health issues for longer than communication (Titcpatrick, 

Edgar & Treimuth, 1992; Glenn, 199C '.

While it is true that communication scholars draw 

fromi this interdisciplinary base cf research they also 

put their own unique emphasis on it. Communication 

researchers who study health issues have tended to do so 

based on their usual research foci: from the point of 

view of compliance gaining, non-verbal communication, 

persuasion, verbal apprehension, communication styles, 

and uses and effects of mass communication (Fitzpatrick, 

Edgar & Freimuth, 1992).
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in research articles which fccus cn such topics as: 

ccrrmunication and persuasion, ccmir.unication anc 

•compliance, communication effectiveness, the health care 

interview, public heaith advertising campaigns, types and 

styies of social support and coping with bad news.

Health icmm.unication Researcn 

Academic research into death and dying issues has 

attracted attention from various academio disciplines; 

however overali, this research has gained very little

the majority of research literature deaiing with the 

topic of death has usuaiiy fallen within the domains of 

psychology, philosophy, medicine, geriatrics and 

thanatology. Primarily, this is true because many of the 

commonly studied topics about death for example, the fear 

of death, death anxiety, causes of death, studying the 

social distance toward the dying or even bereavement have 

noc been common research topics for communication 

scholars (Thompson, 1989) .

Research into death and dying often requires an 

individual emotional experience and one which requires

30



expensive field w o r . Many researaners are relucnant: re 

do this type of research because of length of time needed 

to conduct field research and the emotional impact on the 

researcher (Mussbaum, 19c9). Death is not an easy 

subject to deal with on a personal or subjective level, 

or is it easy to study from a scientific objective 

standpoint. This topic can be very depressing and 

uncomfortable for most scholars to research. It could be 

for these reasons alone that there have not been more in- 

depth studies of the subject.

Health Communication Literature 

One of the most difficult communication situations 

that we face is talking to someone who is terminally ill. 

We usually feel awkward and do not know what to say or 

how the dying person will respond to our conversation. 

Miller and Knapp (1966) addressed this issue of 

communication with the dying by looking at various 

strategies for interacting with them. Self reporting 

techniques of ministers and hospice volunteers were 

studied to determine how they established effective 

communication with dying patients. As a result of
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communication interaction were cetermined.

These communicat ion styles involved avo icing, 

confronting, and reacting to the situation. In the first 

style avoidance the dying individual is physically 

avoided, even talking about the impending death is 

avoided. Confronting strategies are used by care givers 

to try to get the dying individuals to talk about their 

present feelings, and their impending death. The third 

style reacting, is a mirroring strategy used by the care

person (Miller & Knapp, 1986;.

Following Miller and Knapp, and their study of 

communicating with the dying, Zimmermann and Applegate 

(1992; studied comforting strategies used among m.embers 

of an interdisciplinary team of a hospice organization. 

These researchers exam.ined person-centered communication, 

and how it relates to overall team functioning. The jcb 

cf a hospice team is to provide comfort and support to 

terminally ill patients and their family. However, 

almost daily members of a hospice team are exposed to 

various levels of em.otional distress. The fccus of this 

study is on the various communication strategies used to
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zea^ wirn zr.ese stresses :n zr.e zaa.zi ana cenween -erxars, 

and chose individuals ic accamccs cc assise.
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relationships in social construct systems cf inoivicual 

at communication and satisfaction within team operation.

 ̂cz <1 ' 1 " — iiZin— r p'̂rsTr"''̂]c:

on chis topic and also gave insight into the 

interpersonal ocnstrual process.

Another focus in health communication is

''̂rr'rni'r - - — 3P0 - % ' -5vppp'̂ *~ ""-no - ,-4. ;  ̂—

comforting communication provides an insight into the 

study of social support communication with tne focus on 

what is being said. Burleson (1990) suggests that by 

using comforting strategies, social support is provided 

to others. In a 198 4 article, Burleson defines 

comforting communication as, "the type of communicative 

behavior having the intended function of alleviating, 

moderating, or salving the distressed emotional states of 

others...the management of everyday disappointments and 

hurts" (p. 64).

It is researchers such as Burleson (1984), Zimmerman 

and Applegate (1992), and Miller and Knapp (1986) who
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:“a~e znaz zrzaczzve zcmizuniaazizn cezv/een z, 

.ndividuals can cezzer enable zherr. zc zeal w:

less. zreazmenz, imcending zeazn

:eazn experience. _n a _ zz-y arzic_e in ceazn

Nimccks, Webb and Connell presenzed a ccncepzual zneory

ill. The zhecry is based' on zhe asserzlon zhaz 

communicazion influences zne gua.lzy of a deazh 

experience and zhaz favorable coizrzunicazion can be an 

essenzial element for a posizive deazh experience.

pazienz. _n a paper on inzeroroup se_r-stlomazizazion, 

Kanwocd (1995] looks az Zhe claim zhaz dying individuals, 

olcer adulzs, and zhe mentally ill are stigmatized 

because of their group membership. He found that being 

stigmatized as a .member of that inzergroup while being a 

disadvantage oan also be advantageous because it enables 

the membership of that intergroup to talk on a 

relational, personal, or social level.

Death has a definite cultural stigma in our society. 

For most people, death as a topic of discussion is an
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abouc in everyday general conversation.

In an 1993 article, Krecs icc-:s at death frcm a 

verbal communication point cf view. In his article, he 

iisc’csses why people are so hesitant to tai-: about ieath. 

According to Kreps, they do it either out of fear of
• • •  —• »  •— •• y» T « vm mm ym m  ^  y» y-»»» —  ^  y* * « » ym •- m  — V f  /—» « »m

inevitable, whioh is death. In addition, we avoid

talcing about the subject of death directly, and instead

use many colorful euphemisms in describing death and 

dying in general.

This avoidance of communicating about ceath has 

social ramifications in that it perpetrates the many 

fears and mythologies that American culture holds about 

death (Kreps, 1993). Because Americans avoid death by 

not talking about it, they do not prepare for it in their 

own personal lives. It is because of chis lack of 

individual preparation that Americans have trouble giving 

understanding and support to those individuals who are 

either in the process of dying or for those friends and 

family who are grieving for the dying and the deceased 

(Kreps, 1993; Miller & .Knapp, 1988).
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Che study of communication about serious iilness and 

iiseases that can lead directiy to ceath is an area cf 

study that communication scholars have given much 

attention. Cancer, especially breast cancer and the 

AICS/HIV virus are the two majcr health issues cf the 

30's and 90's that are being addressed in the health 

communication literature.

There was a time, not too long age, when individuals

who had cancer told very few people that they had it or

that they anew someone who had cancer. During this time, 

there was a definite social stigma attached to having 

cancer or a terminal disease [Classer & Strauss, 1965; 

Hanwccd, 1995; .

in this decade, contracting the .AIDS/HIV virus has 

the same stigma. It is a disease that, like cancer, 

carries with it an extreme negative stigma. Many 

individuals are reluctant to even talk about AIDS/HIV 

much less admit that they know someone who has contracted 

it.

Generally, Americans do not want to talk about these

diseases, the causes, the treatment, the cure and

especially the ramifications. These diseases carry with
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cuiüLirai and social ones as well. Same implicitly fear 

zhaz, if they talk about ceath cr any cf thes; 

iiseases that they will get them 

1995; Eggerman & Dustin, 1985-16;

;f the most feared diseases cr the oast 50 years ;Cherrv

1994; Cline, Johnson, i rreem.an 1992; Edgar,

Ereimuth, Hammond, McDonald â Eink, 1992; Gantz and 

Greenberg, 1990; Greene, Parrott, Gerovich, 1993; 

Hammond, Ereimuth and Morrison, 1990; ling, 198 9;

Mussbaum., 1989; Perlcrf and Pay :1991; t.ec - i

Zook, 1993;. I cannot think cf a more ireaded phrase 

coming from a doctor or nurse than, "I'm sorry, but you 

have cancer, or I'm. sorry, but your child has cancer." 

Identifying various strategies used in telling 

individuals that they have cancer cr strategies used in 

helping individuals cope with cancer has been the 

emphasis of health communication research studies done by 

Sullivan & Reardon (1986), and Gotcher à Edwards (1990). 

In both studies, the authors show that patients and 

family members demonstrate an increased coping ability 

and communication satisfaction associated with the
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questions answered by the physician or health care 

professional. In additicn, these studies shew tnat 

communication generally aids in reducing overall fears 

and stresses associated with the cisease cf cancer.

Nonetheless, for whatever individual reasons, a 

large number cf cancer patients are becoming reluctant to 

comply with their treatment regimens. Evans and Clarke 

(1983; report on this phenomenon, and on what happens 

when cancer patients and other chronically ill patients

abandoning treatment or when treatment itself fails to 

cure. The reasons that some patients fail to follow 

treatment are not known. The existing theory is that the 

patients lose self esteem as a result of the physical 

side effects of chemotherapy. 3oth Evans and Clarke 

(1983; believe that by improving communication with the 

patient and by providing support, patient treatment 

compliance would increase.

The use of effective communication was also found to 

be extremely important for individuals adjusting to 

cancer (Gotcher, 1993). This is especially true when 

communicating with the patient's family. Strong
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resulted in overall centrer adjustment for all involved.

stressful manner.

'19A0!. in a studv tf catient;

stages of terminal cancer, investigated now patients and 

their spouses shared or withneld information concerning 

awareness of dying. Some patients who were aware that 

they were dying shared this information with their spouse 

while other couples did not share this type of

there is an advantage tc the sharing of information 

between the dying patient and his or her spouse, cut that 

this style is not the cest style of communication for all 

couples.

Additionally, doctor-patient oo.mmunication is 

important because of the ramifications to patient 

treatments. This communication is especially critical in 

serious and life threatening medical situations. A study 

by Hines, Moss, McKenzie ;1995) looked at how doctors 

communicated with their patients who were facing life- 

threatening illness and needed to choose between
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et. al., 1995;.

In 2 ccrr.panion study, Hines, Habrcw, Badzek and Mcs; 

(1996' used Babrow's problematic integration theory whic: 

analyzed end-of-lize decisicns mace for elderly cialysis 

patients by their doctors. They concluded that both the 

patient and the doctor tend to avoid discussing life- 

threatening illness and its significance until they have 

to which usually occurs when the patient has an acute 

negative symptomatic response.

In a thought provoking essay, Teresa T. Thompson 

(1989; discusses communication and dying at the end of a 

iife-span. In the essay, the author discusses such 

issues as: Should dying patients be told that they are 

dying, overall communication with the dying, 

interpersonal communication and coping with dying, how 

dying is talked about, death and helping children talk 

about it, the family members of the dying, and the 

overall communication process between dying patients, 

their family members and the health care providers 

(Thompson, 1989).
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Related Thanazclcc'-' literanure 

The most contemporary, and extensive literature 

cealing with issues cf dying comes from the cisciplines 

of psychology, sociology, medicine and research in ethics 

concerning ceath and dying. The fields of sociology and 

psychology have directed much of their research efforts 

to looking at the patient-doctcr relationship, the ways a 

patient arrives at treatment decisions and physician's

patient [Rroland, 1993'.

Eggerman and Tustin : 1995-1986; studied the 

attitudes terminally ill patients and physicians have 

towards ceath. They looked at communication that occurs 

between dying patients, interning medical students, and 

the primary family chysLcian. They found that all of the 

family physicians in their sample and 93 percent of the 

medical students believed that terminally ill patients 

who request information about their present physical 

condition have an "unequivocal right to know" and should 

be given that information.

These researchers further concluded that 7 6 percent 

of the family physicians and 65 percent of medical 

students believed that patients should be told about

u 1
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also found zhac 67 cercenc cf cne family physicians 

believed chat; the telling cf bad news tc the patient 

should never be delegated tc the nurse or to someone

of the patient's physician.

Smith ;1985) examined the role which communication 

clavs in the treatment of cancer and scecificallv in the

*r ’T'o rr Q  ,a 3  •* *n

providers. Orten health care professionals who deal with

as one of solely controlling and/or curing that disease.

Smith (1985; argues that as a result cf this belief, 

medical personnel often ignore the patient, and any 

contributions the patient can make towards his or her 

treatment. This can result in the patient and family 

"lembers feeling, not in control, left cut of the decision 

making process, helpless and consequently result in a 

negative effect on the overall treatment effort of the 

patient.

Determining how much information shcuid be 

communicated to the oancer patient and when it should be 

shared is a difficult issue for the physician. Prior to
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abcur cheir .r.edical condiricn and the physician/s 

willingness tc communicate that infcrmaticn tc them, was 

a strongly debated issue throughout the medical 

community. Many physicians tor whatever reasons oic not 

want their catients to knew that thev were terminally 11'

CX

Further, Smith (1385) recounts that as recently as
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:hat they had cancer, let alone that they wcul;

‘ d —dr, ar< r r a %

professionals is to communicate the truth to their 

patients. It must oe remembered that the expertise of 

the physician is in the physical healing and saving of 

lives, and not in easing the emotional pain of those near 

death. So from this perspective, the physicians' 

reluctancy to communicate with their patients about these 

issues can be understood.

Shute in the U. S. New and World Report, reported 

that a 1396 study from the University of Minnesota, 

showed that many doctors had no clinical or ethical 

framework to help them deal with dying patients.
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dying of her mother. Smith ,1955) describes the way 

which faiiure to communicate between the doc: 

and patient's family can negatively affect the course cf 

a terminal iilness. The following passage illustrates

the physician, the patient and the patient's family.

My mother died 5 years ago of orain cancer. She was

hospitalized on the 26'‘ of October and died the 1" 

of January... she was 63 years old...Then one night, 

she was paralyzed on her left side and she lost her 

equilibrium when she attempted to walk...Then the 

tests began and the X-rays... There was no immediate 

diagnosis suggested, just the insecurity, the utter 

confusion. What did she really have? She asked me : 

"Am I going to die?" I answered that she was in 

good hands and that they would do everything 

possible to help her recover from this illness. The

doctor told the family that it might be 

arteriosclerosis or a tumor-benign or malignant—  

that's the question.

Time passed; the visits, the members of the 

family and friends kept coming in a steady stream.
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I: was -irce a resr.icn arcunc r.er cea. One ssnaay 

the whole family was gathered rcgecher, and she 

spoke and shanked us all for being ohere; she cried 

at the end saying that she would like very much tc 

hear the Ave Maria cf Schubert. Since she had 

always told me that, that was the music she would 

like tc hear on her death bed, we children were 

stunned and told her that it was not a question cf 

dying, but of getting better...I felt that she had 

every reason to be thinking about her death, but 

none cf us dared tc say tc her that we, too, were 

thinking that perhaps she was going tc die. 3ut we

ucrht it...finally the diacnosis was

communicated to us by an intern...He told us that 

there was a tumor and that it was necessary to 

operate. My father, my husband and myself and one 

cousin was there...He said that the chief of surgery 

would speak with mother about the operation...When I 

went to see my mother the next day, I asked her if 

the doctor had spoken with her and told her that 

they wanted to operate... She didn't respond. I

asked her again she finally answered: "All

right! They're going to operate, that's that"
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calking to me?"..."Co you chink chat you are dying?" 

Ccmclece silence...! sensed cnac she was very 

depressed, in great pain...

After the operation...! tried to find out hew
•z T ro ^  z ,-4 ^  pz >5’'v--Tc*y-** ■“  ̂ ^  r
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any details from the staff and was unable to find a

single doctor. Someone gave me the telephone number 

cf the surgeon. I called him...that evening...In a 

trenchant tone of voice...he told m.e: "the turner was 

enormous and badly situated; we had no choice but tc 

open and immediately close."...The "Good night, 

Madam" of the surgeon was rapid and striking: a 30- 

second message that basically said "your mother is 

lost." ! would have liked to have known what to 

anticipate about the course of the illness, what 

attitude to take, what to say, what to do. ! felt 

the doctor just did not want to be involved any

further; this poor sick woman had been reduced to an

object. The family was the one that was left to be

involved with her. (p. 203-204)

In discussing patient-physioian communication and 

how it has improved over the past 30 years, we must look
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Strickland, 1983; Kasterbaurr, 1981; Kreps, 1988 ; ST.ith, 

1985). Infcrmsd consent is tne legal right of a patient 

to nave complete disclosure about the diagnosis of his cr 

her illness and be told of the various options available 

for treatment. Informed consent has been established by 

the government to ensure the rights cf patients and their 

ability to know and to choose for themselves. This right 

enables the patient and physician to establish open 

communication and a subsequent partnership in the 

management of the disease.

Communication can be so many things to so many 

people, and it can change given different conditions, 

different situations and different environments ; Burgeon, 

Callister & Hunsaker, 1994; Gotcher, 1993; Hinton, 1980; 

Lane, 1983; Miller i Knapp, 1988; Thornton & Kreps, 1993; 

Reardon, 1988; and Zook, 1993). Just as there are so 

many ways of communicating, there are also many ways of 

listening. For example, when someone is dying, how do 

you know how to talk to them, or how to relate with them?

In a philosophical treatise on communication and the 

dying, Lukeman (1982) states that first, outsiders need 

to avoid establishing labels and trying to understand the
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situaiiicn ircrn an :nze^_ec:na_ manner. .-e says, anas, 

"Instead, simpiy be there and be cpen, accepting, and 

fully available tc whatever Is going or." p. c6-.

When addressing the guestlcn cf should health care 

professionals and family members tell the truth tc dying 

patients, lukeman ;i?82' states:

The dying know that they are dying. You are not 

asking acout the dying, you are asking about 

yourself. The real question Is not, "Should I tell 

the truth to the dvlno:" The real cuestlcn Is, "Am :

wil^unc to ooenuv race ana dea_ wit.n wnat is

He says that when all Is said and dene, 
communication must be an honest, open exchange between 

communicators. In the conclusion of his article, lukeman 

says all posturing and pretense needs to be dropped for 

It means nothing to the dying. "The art of truly 

communicating is the art of getting out of the way, of 

not being afraid, of allowing ourselves to be who we 

truly are and allowing the other person to be too" (p . 

69).
In trying to understand how the dying and the dead 

are treated in hospitals and in nursing homes, we need to
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nursing homes as well as chose who atcend ohem. These

monographs are as follows: Pass Inc on : The Social 

Organization of Dvina (196'", 'ey Cavld Sudnow and Living 

and Lving at Murohv Manor 'ey T. F. Lucrlum.

Sudnow a sociologist, was Interested In how tying people

3  *“ *v P  -  C. r->—  r p c n - * — ^ *  .%

In his study, Sudnow looked at death not only as a

 ̂-" ~ ■ T̂TCir~ — OI■ ~ = s 3 ^  ̂ n — 3 <3 o ' '--a

discovered that once patients are classified as dying-, 

they are stigmatized by the hospital staff anc treated In 

a certain manner differently from other patients. Once 

the status of "dying" or "dead" was assigned to a patient 

he or she was given different services than those 

patient's who were not labeled "dying or dead."

Sudnow (1967; observed that In the county hospital 

during the evening and under certain situations If the 

staff thought that a newly admitted patient was dying 

they would leave the patient In the laboratory or 

storeroom to die so that the staff would not have to make
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ir.e bed, cr admic hici cr bar cc a rccrc before che 

relatives and doctors arrived (p. 53).

If tne staff determined that an existing patient 

was going to soon die, to avoid touching a dead body, 

they would force the patient's eyes shut, insert 

dentures, diaper the patient, change the bed anc 

patient's legs together. .-.11 these tasks are normally 

performed once the patient dies. For the staff, it was 

physically easier, more expedient and less distasteful • 

perform these tasks on a living patient instead cf a 

deceased cne (Sudnow, 1967'.

If a patient died while on the ward, the staff wou( 

go to great lengths to disguise the death frcm the othe: 

patients on the ward. This would include talking to thx 

dead body as if he or she was alive, wheeling the dead 

patient off to X-ray (Stephenson, 1985} and even using 

their own bodies as a visual shield thus blocking the 

corpse from the view of the rest of the ward (Sudnow, 

1967).

Sudnow's ethnography describes the conflict betweer 

the function of hospital bureaucracy and human needs.

The results being that the needs of the patient are not 

as important as the bureaucracy, and within this
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cureaucracy zying pacienzs ac r.aa nave a m a n  prie

Gubrium (1975), in a snuciy of a nursing ncme, 

described what: daily life is line in anocher nype 

bureaucracy. In this research, he describes the ai 

cf the nursing home staff as being one of care taking as 

opposed to care giving. Their focus was on the tasks of 

care giving such as washing, feeding, changing linen, 

while neglecting the human element of compassion, modesty 

and respect. As Gubrium states, "Making peace wioh 

hopelessness is a difficult task, and it is the one that 

people encounter in breaking up a home to take up life at 

Manor" (p. 33).

The floor staff of the nursing home, Gubrium states, 

is more concerned with what he calls "bed and body work" 

which is cay to cay duties performed by the staff that 

keep the individual's patient alive. This is done in 

contrast to the overall concern for the individual 

emotional and personal needs. In the context of a 

nursing home, it is the 'bed and body work' that the 

staff performis towards keeping the patient functioning 

biologically that is important. Once entering the 

nursing home, the individual gives up all self-control 

and autonomy and quickly becomes assimilated into the
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Stephenson (1985), studies have been done showing that 

life expectancy drops once an individual enters a nursing 

home.

In a 1965 classic monograph, sociologist Sarney 

Glaser and Anselm Strauss studied attitudes toward death 

within a hospital setting. They focused on the 

interaction that exists between dying patients and the 

hospital staff. They found that patients who were dying 

in the hospital were abandoned by staff and left to deal
% T r C " 1 ̂  ̂ y —•V  ̂« '» » I  ̂ I 1 •w '-Z » » -«.A  ̂ .11 U& V.« • » J

closer the patient was to death, the less his or her

physician visited, and the slower the floor staff was to 

answer the patient's request for aid. Glasser and 

Strauss were less concerned with the death of the patient 

than with the process of death and the contexts in which 

it occurs. They asked questions from a sociological 

perspective such as:

If increasingly Americans are dying within medical 

establishments, surrounded more by nurses and 

physicians than by kinsmen, then how do these

representatives of the wider society manage
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dying? ;p. viii'

"sing a scciclcgical iran^ewcr^, they asked guescicns 

concerning the hospicai's organicanicn, forons of social

handling che dying individual. They were also inceresced 

in wnac "he social consequences were for che hospical, 

ics scaff, and for che patients and their families Glaser 

Û Strauss ■1965 ; .

theoretical scheme they called "awareness context" which 

refers to, the distribution tf knowledge among the staff 

that the patient might die,;Glaser a Strauss 1965, p. xi,

"1 ~ ' n a  — — ''-'a ni"; ' —

can make a difference who knows what in order to 

understand, "whether people can die socially before they 

die biologically, and what this means for human 

relationships." 'Glasser i Strauss 1965, 

p. X, 6) .

Tifferent types of awareness contexts exists 

according to Glaser and Strauss. The first is closed 

awareness when the staff knows the condition of the 

patient and the patient does not. A second type is



suscecred awareness whicn sccnrs when the raclent begins
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awareness is a situation when everyone knows the 

patient's physical condition, but no one wants to uisouss 

it. In the fourth, open awareness, all parties know 

everything and speak openly about it ,Glaser 1 Strauss, 

1965, p. 10-11:.

All three of these last studies, by Sudnow, Gubriur 

and Glaser and Strauss look at sooial interaction in the 

context of institutionalized, infirm or eying patients. 

Institutions, both hospitals and nursing homes, are 

economic entities and for them, efficiency, profit and 

the bottom line can be more important than the needs of 

their patients. These studies show this by looking at 

the institutional bureaucracy, the members of that 

bureaucracy, and how these members behave in ways which 

reflects, not the needs of the patients but rather the 

needs of the institution (Stephenson, 1985, p. 60-61).

In American society, dying and death has become the 

domain of hospitals, nursing homes, or hospices 

(Stephenson, 1985). Sudnow, Gubrium, Glasser and Strauss 

all conducted studies that dealt with the subject of 

death and dying in the environment of the nursing home
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and hcsçLzal zasz LzazLon. The ccrrsr.cr. znerze 

reccrcs revolve around zhe scarf an 

reports oan be read as ethnographies of communication, 

even though they were not composed that way.

Literature on Hcscice 

The concept of hospice as being a place for the 

poor, the sick, the dying, and the indigent has been 

around for many centuries (Stoddard IS”?'. Today, 

hospice means more than a place for the terminally ill to 

die, it also is a philosophy and a way of dying 

(Kasterbaum, 1981; Stoddard, 1978; Hastings, 1993;

Narasi, 1992!. Fifteen to twenty years ago, the term 

hospice was net even in the dictionary. Today there are 

profit and non-profit hospice organizations located all 

over the United States (Kasterbaum, 1981;.

It was in the 1960's and 1970's that medical 

professionals such as Dr. Cicely Saunders in Great 

Brittan and the psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross in the 

United States began to write and lecture about the 

dilemma of dying individuals (Kasterbaum, 1981; Kubler- 

Ross, 1975, 1978; Stoddard, 1978). Since then, death has 

been taken "out of the closet" and has become a
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reccçnizea zcmain rcr sccia. and scnenniric researnn.

The snudy of death and dying is sailed thanatolcgy, and 

this study has it own prcfessisnai journals such as 

Omega. Death and Dying and Death Studies.

With the topic of ceath and dying secerning an 

accepted course of study, the hospice movement Pecan tc 

grow. According to Stephenson '19cô!, De Speider i 

Strickland (1993), and Narasi (1992), the goals of 

hospice are to let patients be free of pain, manage 

disease symptoms and to meet social, psychological and 

spiritual needs of eying individuals and their family. 

This assistance can take place either at home or in a 

specially designed institutional setting.

Hospice care is a unique health care environment 

with the focus on palliative care for the patient and not 

curative care (Smith, 1985; Stoddard, 1979; Beresford, 

1995'. Palliative care emphasizes the treating of both 

the symptoms and the pain associated with certain 

terminal illnesses (Smith, 1985). Some of the 

characteristics of a hospioe stated by Du Bois (1980) are 

the following;

Expert, multiple disciplinary management of pain and 

other symptoms.
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Reasonable :alfi-_oîenn cr individual lifesryles.

The provision of care and oonsideracion ro ail rhose 

affected by the patient's death, including the 

incorpcrarion of family members inro the decision

making process, even when special education may be 

required.

Continuing follow-up care for the bereaved.

Special care and concern for the staff, (p. 69. as 

cited in Stephenson, 1995,'

The basic principals held to by hcscice are that 

terminally ill individuals need to have dignity, 

individuality and humanness as a factor in their hying 

process (Narasi, 1992; Bresford, 1993; Stoddard, 19^9;.

By allowing dying patients their humanness and allowing 

them freedom to make their own decisions, the physical, 

emotional and psychological suffering brought on by the 

terminal disease can be reduced (Stephenson, 1985; 

Anderson, 1992).

Ethnographic Literature 

Further discussion on the literature of ethnography 

and ethnography of communication will be discussed in the 

next chapter, chapter three.
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The 3“udy of health aare crcviaes a new setting ttr 

researchers tc study communication. Using tradititnai
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patient compliance, persuasion techniques and patient 

interactitn, communication researchers can focus on the 

many problems that are indigenous tc a multifaceted 

nealth care community.

Medicine has changed over the past decade: Tcctcrs,

of one way communication exclusively coming from the 

physician. Patients are beginning tc ash questions of 

their doctors about their disease and prognosis. They 

are also taking responsibility and demanding tc have a 

part in the development of their treatment program.

Some scholars in the heaith communication community 

have expanded their perspectives of what health 

communication means tc include the terminally ill 

especially those dying of HIV/AIDS and cancer. Both 

diseases are acute and can be fatai and both diseases 

have received much publicity from the media and great 

concern from the American oublie.



li~erat:ure was virtually ncn-e:-;isnent prior oo ohe eari

Ross and her wor!-;, heard and dying from rhe parienr's 

pcinr of view, and rhe work :: Ir. Saunders, who 

established rhe first mcdel hcspioe in England, this

literature that dealt with death and dying issues was 

encouraging cut tended to en.anate mostly fron. the sccia' 

sciences.

ates in the late 60s, early "Os began to question

traditional way the public and the rtedica_ comit.unify 

looked at death and dying. Hospice provided an 

alternative to dying alone, in pain, and without human 

dignity.

Using the hospice philosophy, terminal patients can 

gain control of the otherwise uncontrollable medical 

situation of dying. Authority is given back to the 

patient and to the family. The doctor is still involved 

but not completely in control. What was once a medical 

dictatorship is now a medical democracy and a team 

effort.



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY

The study of the terttinally ill and how they ta 1

communication. Death is Inevitable: It happens to all 

living organisms eventually. However, the settings,

differences can give communication scholars an abundant 

environment for study. However, since the research Is

person or persons being researched, this can cause 

restrictions In the methodology available to the health 

care communication researcher. It Is because of these 

reasons that I chose these particular methods and theory.

Dying Is personal, emotional and a very private 

affair, and no matter how many people are with us when we 

die, we still die alone just like we come into the world. 

It is for this reason that it is important for the 

communication researcher studying the terminally ill to 

remain as unobtrusive as cossible.
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a mechcd which allowed me :c be a pare of ehe aceiviey 

bur also ec remain an a ciseance from in. I usee a 

mulii-menhcd approach which allowed me ec observe and 

cescribe whan was çcinç on around me in any given 

sinuacion and no gen a benner perspecnive of nhe 

phenomenon I was snudying.

The pcinn of view nhan I use examines nhe iana 

enhncgraphicaliy in a fashion informed by Agar, .1986;, 

and Leiner, ; 1980. Addinionally, : use nhe phenomenology 

of Schunc, '1962; and Husserl ;196C', nne enhnomenhcdoiog\ 

of Garfinkel (1967;, Sharrock and Anderson ;1986;, 

Herinage (1984;, nhe cramanurgical perspecnive of Gcffm.ar 

(1959) and nhe enhnography of speaking of Hymes, ;1962;, 

rhiiipsen (1972, 1976}, Salzmann, (1993), Carbaugh }1995; 

and Duranti (1988}. These perspecnives on gualinanive 

iana ganhering and innerprenanion provide nhe framework 

for this research. Each of these perspecnives is linked 

no nhe others conceptually, and they all share certain 

conceptual approaches (Borlan, 1993). Together they 

provide the direction for the research questions 

initially asked and for the analysis of the data.
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grounded in :ne deacn and dying experience cf MC Hospice. 

To achieve this objective, I chose a qualitative method 

and theory tc gather and analyte my data. Ethnograpny as 

a data gathering method was used initially because I 

wanted tc describe the taily experiences or tne 

membership of this specific community hospice. Because 

it allows the researcher tc view and describe social 

communicative competence I used the ethnography of 

speaking as an additional method. These descriptions 

will take the form of describing the verbal talk and the 

setting for verbal interaction that is used by its 

members, especially the various communication processes 

used in the nurse-terminaliy ill patient-family triad as 

they interact with each other.

Hthncaraohv

It is the job of the ethnographer to describe this 

common-sense knowledge objectively from the point cf view 

of a member of that society (Agar, 1986; Leiter, 1980, p. 

86-87). In addition to a description of that society, an 

ethnographer who pursues an ethncmethodological interest 

attempts to describe how that society operates.
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descriptions or m e  sccia_ rea-ity are -ace cv m e  

researchers based on the researchers' sense of social 

structure, ccrrjtcn sense knc'.vlecge, and practical 

reasoning.

Some characteristics of the ethnographic approach t: 

research are that the researcher uses a natural setting

with process rather than just results; analysis of data 

tends to be inductive, and ''meaning is the major concern 

of this method" fSrolan, 1993, p. 54-53).

The data gathered tends to be detailed, rich and 

descriptive in nature. The research questions developed 

are acquired from field work conducted in the environmen: 

in which the people being studies live and work. These 

questions are not exposed to deductive or hypotheses 

analysis and testing, but rather to theory development 

based in the lived experience.

Ethnography of Communication

In chapter five and six I present accounts and 

analysis of material that attempts to provide an 

ethnography of everyday speaking in a community hospice.
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(1963), nhe ethnography or speaking (or ethnography cf 

communication ; either form is correct; can be traced bac.-: 

to anthropologist and linguist, Dell Hymes in a 1962 

article he wrote titled, "Ethnography of Speaking."

This article gave scholars across disciplines a 

methodology and a model of how indivicuals construct 

shared meaning from sociocultural and personal experience 

(Fetch i Philipsen, 1995, p. 263).

In the field of communication, one of the first 

researchers to use ethnography of speaking as a researoh 

tool was Gerry Philipsen who wrote his dissertation on 

the speech behavior in an urban neighborhood he called, 

"teamsterviile" (Carbaugh 1995). According to Carbaugh: 

Philipsen formulated the approach as a way to 

analyze communication as a cultural resource, with 

others in the field using this approach, for 

example, to investigate communication among Vietnam 

veterans (Braithwaite, 1990b), among Chinese (Chen, 

1990-1991; Garrett, 1993), among Appalachians (Pay, 

1987), and among church members (Sequeira, 1993). 

Many studies in EC have been conducted in the United 

States, but also the approach has been applied
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•.viae_y m  a variée y or orner oountries, for example, 

in Columbia (Ferch, 1991), Israel (Karriel 1996 

1991), and Finland ;Carbaugh, 1993). Aodirionally, 

EC has also been used ro conduct cross-cultural 

analysis of silence Erairhwaire, 1990a), conflict 

management (Shailor, 1990), and terms for talk 

.Carbaugh, 1989). EC has been productively used, 

therefore— within and across cultural communities—  

as a way to apply and develop communication theory. 

(1995, p. 269)

Generally an ethnography of speaking studies 

language use, and ways of speaking, as it is used in the 

everyday life of a particular speecn community (Carbaugh, 

1995; Duranti, 1988; Fetch i Philipsen, 1995).

Ethnography of speaking uses as its method ethnography, 

with additional techniques from the developmental 

pragmatics, conversation analysis, poetics, and history 

(Duranti, 1988, p. 210).

The ethnography of communication approaches 

communication on the sociocultural level. Interpreting 

patterned verbal communication and it's meaning from the 

perspective of the specific culture from which the 

individual speaker belongs (Carbaugh, 1989; Duranti,
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carziclcanc cbservacicn, àisccurse is snuaiea :r. sir; 

locking ac how talk is organised and oonoeptsalised 

within a particular speech corrmunity ICarcaugh, 1119,

To. r '""h ^00^' Z ZUr''i'’' ĉ;on " 3 G c:

Ircrccucticn zr tne c^ec'zina ana ir.e 

The primary setting in which the research was 

conducted is a moderate sited community hospice in a 

medium sice college town located In the south central 

mid-western United States. The patient population varied 

throughout the study from 25 to 4 0 terminally ill 

patients. This community hospice nas a total staff of 

about 20 employees. It is accredited by the National 

Hospice Organisation, the state and Medicaid and 

Medicare.

The principal subjects of study were selected starf 

members, primary care nurses, patients under their care 

and their family members and friends. I received in 

writing a letter from NC Hospice' giving me permission to 

perform research at their facility, and approval rrom tne 

Office of Research Administration from the University of
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aDcendix H for rhe accrcval lerrers).

-uriocr roe cerrrc

seven rieid nurses, rwc

ooap-âins, roree sccia. wc

charmacisr and over 3<

'.e crinary researoh, a 

:ome healrh aids, rwc

rr.inai_v carienrs were

:serve'0 and/or rnrervieweo

:a_irarrve researon

mcnrhs, during which rhe primary research was 

Among rhe merhods parricular ro 

used in this srudy were casual conversarion, parricipan: 

observarion, unscheduled-unsrandarcired inrerviews, 

scheduled-srandardired inrerviews, occumenr reviews and 

appropriera dara analysis. In addiricn ro parricipanr- 

observation research conducred ar NC Hospice, {rhe 

r~searzh sire;, the researcher had previously worked 

rhere for rhe preceding year as a hospice volunreer 

assigned ro a specific parienr. This experience had a 

bearing on the research, especially in rhe early 

develocmenr staae.

Parricioanr-Observarion and Interaction 

For the first two weeks of on site research, the 

researcher learned the routine of the NC Hospice
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~o fir in ro rhe surroundings, ce inconspioious and 

engaging rhe sraff in casual everyday conversarion.

4-':..  ̂a 1 -, .̂rUT/O ' p

relarionships wirh rhe various sraff members which wa; 

inirial informal inreracrion was necessary so rne

isearcher on a
Ci 5 “ 3 “ - Ti^irTipQ v-c c ;= - r :2. y ~ ' ;  :i'arr£ir'-

in rhis serring. This rime also enabled rhe researcher 

ro srudy MC Hospice from rhe pcinr of view of rhe 

adminisrrarive sraff.

Znrensive parricipanr-observarion occurred .mcsriy 

wirh rhe field nurses, parienrs and rheir families. This 

was cenrral in developing rhe rhecreric argumenrs 

concerning rhe narure of communication about terminal 

illness, the nature of the 'work' of dying and the 

experience of the nurses in dealing with the terminally 

ill patient and their family. In order ro obtain this 

level of understanding, regular observation-participation 

in rhe activities of the subjects and the interactions of 

subjects with one another as well as with the researcher,
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were required. This was acacmclisred ac ire respire 

office, in the vehicie craveiing ec and from a caeiene 

and an rne parienr's home or place cf resicence. 

Particular attention was given to observing the verbal 

interaction between the staff at rhe requirec weekly 

meeting, to the nurse during the visit wirh rhe parienr.

Participant-observation research places rhe 

researcher in a unique position to "see one type of 

interaction" and "hear another." Ir permits seme access 

ro what Gcffman ;1959) oalis front and back regions 'p. 

59' .

Nurses, staff members, patients and their families 

would interact and talk with each other on one level and 

with the researcher on another. This researcher at times 

would seem to, "blend into the woodwork" sometimes 

intentionally and sometimes unintentionally. Being in 

the background of the action enabled the researcher to 

ask questions about whatever seemed to be of significance 

to the actors.

In talking to the nurses in the car traveling to and 

from a patient's place of residence, they would clearly
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say v/naa iz was zney were zr.in;-:ing, waac zhey were zcir.g, 

and why zhey were doing iz. The nurses would respond 

openly zo questions from zhe researcher about what he had 

seen and experienced during zhe nurses visizaticn wizh 

zhe patient. This interaction was recorded using a tape 

recorder when possible and in extensive field notes.

Tnscheduled-unstandardized re-occurring interviews 

were held shiezly wizh zhe cnaplain, volunteer co

ordinator, and social worker, although other members of 

zhe staff were interviewed throughout zhe course of zhe 

study. These interviews wizh zhe chaplain, volunteer oc- 

zrdinator and social worker were repeated at various 

times and helped in the discovery of recurring themes 

and in answering questions about Zhe patient, zhe death 

experience and its consequences to the patient and zhe 

family. These answers provided more then just a medical 

orientated prognosis; they told about the 'humanness' as 

well as provided an insight into zhe 'work' zhe patient 

and those surrounding the patient perform, as part of the 

dying process.

The document review was another important aspecz of 

the researoh. Documents concerning the patient contain 

more than just medical data recorded by the doctor and
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inrormanion accuc cne pacienz ana ramify, nneir 

inreracnicns and possible iysfuncnions . Inclndec were 

reposes made by ene social corner, cnaplain, and ncspice 

voiunceer. These dccuments provided LnformazLcn on whc 

ices •.vhae, whc says whan, whan is net beinc acne and hew 

this all relates to the patient's illness and the 

reaction from the family. Also provided were insionts or 

differing points of view from the various team members.

Summary

In conclusion, this researoh is an ethnograpnic 

quantitative study of hospice nurses, their patients, tne 

primary care giver and the family over the course of the 

terminal illness, ending with the death of the patient. 

The basic organizational framework for this study is 

based in qualitative philosophy, and it is expressed in 

ethnographic description. The methodology used, stresses 

the emergence of social theory from the data of the 

experience, as well as the meaning of the sociolinguistic 

interaction to those actors who are involved.

Qualitative research does not test and verify hypotheses 

nor is it to be generalized to other situations. It is,
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CHAPTER 4

THE SOCIAL SETTING: AN ETHNOGRAPHIC ENQUIRY 

INTO A COMMUNITY

A few years acc afrer a leng intense academia 

emersion in graduate school, I oecided tc seek some 

relief by signing up to become a hospice vciunteer. 1 

went through the training process and then, after a few 

weeks, the volunteer coordinator matched me up with a 

terminally ill patient. During training, we were taught 

that, in addition to being a companion for the patient, 

we were also an advocate for the patient, locking after 

his or her interests.

My patient was a male widower in his early 30's, who 

lived in a local nursing home. He was alert, interested, 

and very lonely. His wife had died a few years before, 

and they had shared a room in the same nursing home.

When I met him, he had been a hospice patient for over a 

year and was diagnosed as terminally ill with prostate 

cancer and congestive heart disease. I spent about 2 to 

4 hours with him every week and during that time we 

talked or, should I say, he talked, and I listened. Over
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rhe course rhe year I was r.is hospice volunreer, ;.T.y 

relationship ro him changed from being jusr an assigned 

hospice volunreer ro rhar cf being a friend and 

confidanr) . He began ro tell mie matters about his 

personal life that he did not even tell his three sons.

It was during rhis cart of our relationship that I 

began to experience both his iiving and his dying through 

his eyes, the eyes of an insider. "or a year, I sat and 

talk wirh him in rhe nursing heme; he in rhe bed and me 

sitting next to the bed. As I sat with him I began to be 

aware of the common everyday intrusion into his life by 

doctors, nurses, various nursing home staff, his famiiy 

and even from hospice personnel. I also began ro notice 

how these events affected him and how he dealt with them. 

It was these events that led me to begin observing with 

an ethnographic eye, his social and verbal interaction in 

rhe nursing home setring.

Therefore, ir was this set of circumstances that led 

to my interest in studying hospice. At first, I was 

unsure of whether I should focus primarily on hospice or 

on nursing homes, because I was in a position to observe 

both. I knew that there were previous studies of nursing 

homes, but I found few sociological focused studies of a
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community hospice. lo was wher. ~y pacienc was c-ose :o 

deach -hac I decided to research the community hospice 

where I was volunteering. After some library research, I 

found that there was very little research devoted zo 

communication about death and wizh zhe dying, and 

especially a void in research abouz communication wizh 

the terminally ill hospice patient.

I decided zo study zhe particular community hospice 

(called NC Hospice in this study; for a variety of 

reasons. First, I had already established a personal 

relationship wizh some of the staff members. Second, 

zhey were comfortable having students in and around the 

office because of an existing internship program in 

nursing and social work. Thirdly, the location was close 

to my place of residence, the university library and my 

place of employment which are important considerations 

because this research was self-funded.

The ethnographic description presented here provides 

a background perspective for chapter five which will 

focus on the sociolinguistic interaction of a group of 

health care professionals employed at NC Hospice. In 

describing the social setting of NC Hospice, I first 

established a framework in which to understand the
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various verrai inceracnions :ha: occur among NC Hcscice 

nurses as zhey communicate abouc and with cerminally ill 

cacisncs.

Ir is rhrough rhe use cf rhis descricrive 

enhnography rhat an 'ethnography of speaking' will be 

developed. This ethnography cf speaking studies language 

use as revealed in the everyday life of a particular 

speech community {Turanti, 1988). This etnnography cf 

speaking describes the settings, rules, functions, and 

situations involved in speaking about terminally ill 

patients .

The Setting and Subjects 

It is important to place this research in rhe 

content of the sociocultural and linguistic community in 

which it is a part. The community hospice where the 

research was conducted is located in a medium-sice town 

in central Oklahoma just south of the state capitol: 

Oklahoma City. The population of the town in which ir is 

located is primarily Caucasian; however, there is some 

ethnic and racial diversity due to the large state 

university located in the town.
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.ne ccrrjnnnit:/ ncspice '.vnere ~ne scudy -.vas ccnccciec 

is just one of many hospices in and out of the state, 

which is cwnec and operated cy one independent fcr- 

profit' corporation. These hospices are, for the most 

part, situated in medium-sice tcwns in the central and 

south central part of the state. From these locations, 

the hospices can reach out and provide hospice service to 

major and minor cities, and to many smaller rural towns 

and communities in the area.

Within the state, according to my informants, there 

are approximately 10 differently owned and operated 

hospice organications. Throughout the research, there 

were some indications that there was competition between 

these hospices for patients, at least in the smaller 

cities and towns in the state. Some are operated for

profit while others are non-profit'. The hospice I

researched was classified as a "for profit" 

organication’. While there is not any difference in

service provided to the patient in a "for profit" or

"non-profit" hospice, the difference is in how the 

business is registered with the state and the tax revenue 

considerations that it receives.
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PeTccraonics

The peculation in :hia study reflected generally the 

demographics of the town and of the surrounding area. 

Almost all of the 40 patients and their families were 

Caucasian, as were the nurses and the hospice staff with 

the exception of one clack home health aid and one Latino 

L?N nurse. Many of the patients, although white in 

complexion, claimed that they had some Native American 

blood and were "on the tribal roles."

The majority of the patients observed during this 

participant-observation study were over the age of 60, 

with only a few of the patients in their 20's and 30's.

A few weeks before I began my research, there were two 

chiidren under the age of 3 years old that had been on 

hospice service and had died.

In any given week of the research, the majority of 

the patients were females comprising up to 7 5 percent.

The rest of the patients were males, with a population 

never going past 30 percent. The majority of the 

patients observed resided at their homes in a residential 

location with their spouse, family, or in an extended 

family. Only a small minority of the patients resided in 

nursing homes or health care facilities. Some of these
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nursing home paoienos resided in ihese fsciliiies inly 

cemcorarily for short term care and even fewer res idee 

there on a long term permanent basis.

None cf the patients living at home were allowed to 

live alone. This is cue to NC Hospice regulations 

requiring that patients have a primary heaith care 

provider wnile they are cr. service. The amount of time 

the primary health care provider needs to be available to 

the patient is dependent on the physical condition of the 

patient (varying from 24 hours a day to sometimes just a 

few hours a day!•

economic level of the patients visited because I did not 

have access to this part of the patient files. Tor most 

of the patients (either rich or poor;, Medicaid or 

Medicare Tart A was the primary payee for hospice 

service. Additional sources of income to pay for hospice 

service came from personal individual insurance coverage. 

Up to 10 percent of the hospice patients were not covered 

by federal or private funding sources. NC Hospice tried 

to not turn away anyone who needed their hospice 

assistance, and the cost incurred by these patients was 

written off by NC Hospice. The total number of non-
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paying paciencs variée eepeneing en nhe paying panier.n 

population. Sometimes it would be lower than 10 percent 

but not higher.

MC Hospice which served as the research site was 

constantly adding new patients as other patients aiea. 

This was called by hospice staff, "patient iie-off."

The vast majority of the patients using hospice service 

were suffering from some type of cancer, especially 

cancer of the lung, bladder, colon, prostrate, breast, 

pancreas, liver, or brain. Other terminal ailments 

suffered by hospice patients curing the period of 

researoh were, AIDS ;a very small minority;, dementia, 

Alzheimer"s disease. Organic 3rain Syndrome :03S;, 

Parkinson's disease, and various heart and pulmonary 

diseases. Patients often were diagnosed and on hospice 

service with more than one disease or disorder.

While each patient had his or her personal 

physician, hospice has a staff physician for each of the 

locations. This consulting staff physician does not 

replace the personal physician of the patient but rather 

helps them manage the terminal illness, the accompanying 

pain, and develop, an over all plan-of-care. The primary 

staff physician for the research site was a female doctor
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wizh 3 sçecia-izy in onccicçy. ane nac ner awn private 

practice and was on staff at the local community 

hospital. I only saw her once a week when she was 

attending the IDT meeting. I never had a chance to 

interview her because she arrived just before tne IDT 

meeting began and left right after it ended. Twice when 

she was unable to attend a IDT meeting, a substitute 

physician was called in. This physician was also a 

female. I do not know her background or her medioal 

speciality; however, she was the backup staff physician.

In addition to the staff physician, there were sever 

field nurses, sin of whom were female and one who was 

male. As part of the office staff, there were three 

other nurses; one was male who was the Program Director. 

This director performed staff duties but also went out 

into the field to see patients when he was needed.

There were four home health aids who were Certified 

Nursing Assistants (CNAs), three white and one black, al' 

of whom were women in their 20's. The volunteer 

coordinator and the chaplain were both white males. All 

the rest of the staff, the office workers, the social 

worker and the pharmacist were Caucasian and female.
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Gf "he voiunceers I reserved, the vast ^aicrity were 

Caucasian and female. They ranged from high school and 

college students to housewives, and retired individuals. 

Most of the students volunteering were in college or 

nursing school studying for medical or social work 

vocations. Many of the women volunteers were retired 

nurses or teachers. I only saw one active male volunteer 

other than myself, and he was a retired T.V. repairman.

Hospice oroanioaticn and patient care

3cth the branch hcscice and the ccrpcrate 

headquarters exerted various influences on the care cf 

patients. Throughout the research, there was a constant 

struggle by corporate headquarters tc maintain a 

financial "bottom line" and by MC Hospice staff whose 

emphasis was tc maintain "quality patient care."

The struggle between corporate headquarters and MC 

Hcspioe, while being interesting and a topic for a study 

of corporate culture, was not the direction that I intend 

my research to take at that time. My interest is in 

verbal interaction between the hospice staff and their 

terminally ill patients. However since it is a major
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"cpic cf ccnversanicn ac NC Hcspiae, aae acnfliaa aeeds 

“o be explained.

This struggle ccnsisted c: rnrpcrate headquarters 

wanting to add more patients and not hiring more 

employees for the increased work load. >IC Hospice 

Program Director felt that to io so would possibly 

sacrifice the existing high quality of patient rare. The 

branch hospice had to maintain a financial solvency and 

pay for itself. They did this by maintaining a certain 

number of Medicare (Part A} paying patients.

At tne point in my research, some of the full time 

field nurses were reduced from 4 0 hours a week to 30 

hours a week. The Program Director gave the nurses a 

choice of having their hours reduced or having some of 

the nurses temporarily laid off. This was because 

patient "die off" far exceeded the number of patients 

joining hospice. The Program Director spoke about this 

issue at several of the staff meetings; he also solicited 

ideas on how to recruit new patients by gaining the 

confidence and favor of local doctors.

During this time period, the corporate office 

increased the paperwork requirements for the field nurses 

due to additional Medicaid rules and regulations. The
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nurses resencec nnese acaiziona. requirements because _t 

cock away cime chac cbey cculd actually spend with their 

patients, and they relt that this increase in paperwork 

actually degraded patient quality care. These rules, 

regulations and the increase in paperwork, over time, 

began to alienate MC Hospice from, the corporate 

headquarters. The management of corporate headquarters 

were viewed by the staff of dC Hospice as administrators 

only interested in the money that they could make and not 

interested at all in the patients and the high quality cf 

care that these patients should receive.

Specific settings

The majority of my research was spent with the field 

nurses visiting with patients and their families, at 

their place of residence. This involved traveling with 

the nurses in their vehicles to their assigned patients 

residences. Most of the patients lived at home with 

family or care givers while other patients lived in 

nursing homes. It was from this setting that I could 

observe the interactions of the patients, nurses, primary 

care giver and family members.
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I observed NC Hospice ocrcugh two major seccings. 

Hirsc, I observed ohe overall soaff interacoicn in :he 

nospice office and conducted inoerviews cnere. This was 

not, however, where contact wioh patients took place. I 

never saw patients come into the office even for the 

initial intake interview. On just a few occasions, I saw 

a family member of the patient visit, and it was usually 

to get medication or to sign forms. The second major 

setting was often called "the field," and it included the 

patients' residences. The staff went out into the field 

to visit, care for, and interact with patients and their 

health care providers on a regular basis.

It was in the setting of the office suite that most 

staff interaction occurred. The staff office suite is 

located on the ground level of a modern four story 

building {figure 1.;. Initially, this suite consisted of 

six offices, a combination xerox and mail room, a 

reception area, a large meeting room, a storeroom, a 

kitchenette, and a small pharmacy. At the end of my 

research, (with the lease of an adjoining office suite;, 

four more offices were added on the north end.

Right outside the reception area in the central 

hallway of the building was a water fountain, restrooms
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main cuiliing entrance was a public bench and a small 

garden. This is where hospice snaff and onher office 

personnel who smoked, ganhered, and where a greao deal : 

informal communicaoion and socializing winh ocher cenanc

Whereas I conducced observacicnal research 

chrcughouc che encire NC ncsçLze office suice, mosc cf 

che overall inferaccion and communicacicn accivicies 

among scaff members occurred in che large meecing room 

during che weekly IDT and scaff meecings. The second

■here all che nurses had desk sc 

lachered in che mornincs and lace afcernoons.
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The roles : hcscice s~azz

The staff working at hospice is comprised of many 

iifferent medical and non-medical specialities ; figure 

2.). The full time staff had additional luties of 

conducting initial intake interviews or "legals" for ai 

incoming patients in addition to their primary outies. 

These interviews occurred at the patient's place of 

residence and lasted up to two hours. They were time 

consuming and involved a great deal paperwork. Tew of 

the staff members enjoyed doing them, especially the
f a i r  n %  ̂  ̂a — - ̂

they could spend with their patients or increase the 

lencth of their work day.
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Non-medical staff

One of one staff office positions was the 

receptionist whose job it was to answer the phones, to 

greet people as they came into the office and to type 

office correspondence.

This role was shared primarily by a designated full time 

employee (a female) and was often augmented with
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vc-uncet scazzinç {aise rerr.a_e' . However, other

employees or even treio nurses wcu_o n r *  in as acting 

receptionist when needed.

There was another woman on the office staff whose 

primary job was to maintain medical records. She kept 

the patients' medical files up to date, updated the 

patient board and filled out all the necessary paperwork 

for medicaid, medicare and hospLce. As a L?N nurse, she 

sometimes visited patients as a substitute nurse when the 

staff was short handed. In emergenoy situations, she 

oould also respond to death sails.

On the premises there was a small pharmacy that was 

owned and operated by a separate company of the hospice 

corporation. In operating the pharmacy this way, patient 

medication could be purchased in bulk and cheaper than 

through outside sources. The pharmacist was a female, 

and her primary job was to operate the pharmacy and to 

fill medication orders used by hospice patients.

Sharing a very small office was the volunteer co

ordinator, staff social worker and the staff chaplain.

The volunteer coordinator was a part-time position and 

was taken by a male in his early 20's. His primary job
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Tne r.oscice scci3_ -.vor.<er was a rema_e sna ne_a a 

Masters cf fecial Wcr!-: MSW; decree which is required :c

che position. Her job was to help the patient and the 

family adapt to their new situation. In addition, she 

helped the family fill out the paperwork for various 

state and federal social services sucn as medicare, ano 

medicaid. She also performed family and individual . 

counseling and aided the family if necessary in making 

funeral arraignments.

The hospice chaplain was a maie and an ordained 

minister who had completed training in CPE .'Clinical 

Pastoral Education;. A certificate in CPE and an 

ordination in a specific denomination is a requirement 

for this position. The job of the ohaplain is to give 

spiritual support to the patient, patient's family and 

hospice staff members. He visits with the patients 

initially when they are admitted to hospice care. He 

returns only if requested by the patient or family.

Often the family has their own spiritual advisor or does 

not want one.
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When I asked zhe chaplain whaz he did here, he 

indicated che following as recorded in my field notes: 

The chaplain gives spiritual support to patients 

while they are eying. He listens, reflects and 

counsels them. Although he is a Christian, he oeai, 

with other faiths also. He adapts and works throug: 

the reiigious ditferences. He helps patients and 

their families with their spiritual journey and 

tries to draw them closer to Cod. He tries to 

answer questions patients have, such as why God is

and what is God's will in my life right now?

In addition, the chaplain completes required 

paperwork and sends out bereavement cards to the family 

when the patient dies. If the patient does not have a 

pastor, priest, rabbi, or other spiritual advisor, he 

will conduct the funeral service if requested by the 

patient or family. In addition, the chaplain conducts a 

memorial service for the hospice staff after about 25 

patients have died.

The Program Director of NC Hospice is a male, a 

former field nurse and is responsible for the overall 

operation of the hospice. He does the payroll, oversees
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genera^ accounting, zees inicia. inraues, supervises m e  

office and nursing staff and is a liaison between nis 

office and corporate headquarters. In addition, he is a 

registered nurse and continues to see patients on an as- 

needed basis.

The ?ati

nurse. Her jobs is to oversee patient quality care ano 

meet medicare and corporation policy. She concucts 

initial Intake Interviews, fills in as a field nurse when 

necessary and directly supervises all field nurses and 

the heme health aids. She also sets standards for 

minimum nursing and SNA's visitation, establishes 

standards for nursing, and field nurse development as 

well as conducting and scheduling initial nurses and SNA. 

initial training and their continuing education.

The home health aids are also trained CNA.s 

(Certified Nursing Assistants). They are all females in 

their 20's and are responsible for non-medical care of 

the patient. They visit the patient sometimes daily and 

sometimes twice or three times weekly. Their job is to 

clean, wash, bath, dress, feed and otherwise take care of 

the patient and their general physical needs.
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(RN; except for one who is a L?N. There were six female 

ano one male nurse. The jcc of the fielo nurse is no 

generally cake care of che general medical needs cf che 

pacienc. They administer medications, act as a liaisons 

between patients and doctors, teach various medical 

zecr.niques to patients and care givers, performs initial 

intake interviews, counsels patients and care givers tn 

the dying process, stay with patients while tney are 

actively dying, and take care of patients and the family 

immediately after death.

Hosoice field Nurses Medical staff

While taking care of patients is a team effort for 

all hospice employees, it is the field nurses that have 

the most direct individual contact with the patients and 

their families. They develop patient care plans and have 

direct responsibility for the care of the patients 

assigned to them.

There are seven field nurses assigned directly to 

taking care of patients. Of these seven nurses, six are 

women, and one is a male. All of the nurses are trained 

as registered nurses (RNs) except for one LPN (Licensed
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difference is chac registered nurses can develop a forr.a' 

pazien- care plan while the LPM cannez. This iifference 

is mandated by the state medical beard and net by skill 

level. However, the L?N can wcr.-: under the supervision 

of one of the RN nurses who develocs the oatlent care

the office suite. Instead of individual desks there are 

tables set against the walls with chairs. Nurses share 

the same tables. Two sides of the office have windows

telephones, each with its own phone line. On the wall 

with the door there is a storage cabinet with various 

forms, pamphlets, and information used and given to 

patients.

The nurses work Monday through Friday beginning at 

about 7:30 in the morning and finish by 5:30 or 6:00 in 

the evening. On a rotational basis after working hours, 

on weekends and holidays, the nurses are, "on call 

nurses" answering after hours patient questions and 

responding when a patient dies. The "on call" nurse 

works one week at a time, Monday through Monday. The
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"on call"' nurse incase 2 deachs occur ac che same cime.

Afcer working hours, ail phone calls mace co hospice 

are forwarded co che "on call" beeper. The nurses recurn 

che phone call and eicher give advice over che celephone 

which is preferable, or chey go cue for a field visic.

The "on call" nurse muse also respond co calls when 

paciencs die. When nurses respond co a pacienc's deach, 

ic is called a "deach call." When a deach call is callec 

inco che office, Che nurse muse go cue co where che 

pacienc lives.

On weekdays, nurses begin arriving ac che office 

abouc 7 in che morning. Some arrive early co Cake care 

of paperwork from che previous day or co plan che presenc 

day. This cime is also used Co socialize wich che office 

scaff, CO receive any new informacion concerning cheir 

paciencs and Co call and make appoincmencs wich paciencs 

for chaC day. By abouc 9 o'clock, mosc of che nurses 

have left Che office and have started visiting cheir 

patients. This schedule remains the same each day wich 

Che exception of Wednesdays.
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Wednesdays is the day iesignated rcr the weekly IZT 

(Interdisciplinary Team; meeting for all staff members 

and is described in chapter five.

When the nurses leave to visit patients in the 

morning, they drive their own vehicles they are paid 

milage. They visit their patients at home, or in a 

nursing home. There is no set time spent with the 

patients. If just depends on what needs to be tone. 

Sometimes the visit is scheduled around that individual 

patients' schedule; for example, their meals in nursing 

homes or any physical therapy or specific medical 

procedures that the patient requires.

The nurses try to do what they need to oo with the 

patient quickly, and then move on to another patient.

They balance their need to move to the next patient with 

spending time with the patient and their family. If 

they spend too long with a patient, their day just gets 

that much longer because they need to see all of their 

patients scheduled for that day. Very few patients can 

be rescheduled for the next day due to time constraints 

and the patient care plan. (The routines described in the 

next three pages are further specified and exemplified in 

chapter 5.)
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Once arriving an nhe cacienza place cf resifence, 

zne nurse is usually greened by a family member cr a paid 

neaizh care giver. They zalk abouc zne pazienz's 

ccndizion, special needs, medicacicn, sleep pazzerns, 

bowel movemenzs, and zheir currenz menzal szaze. The 

nurse also asks how, zhe healzh care giver, is cezzing 

along and if zhey have any needs or gueszions. If zhe 

pazienz resides in a nursing heme, znen zhe nurse gezs 

zhis informacion from zhe pazienz's medical charz and 

from Zhe desk nurse if available.

When zhe nurse walks in zo see his or her pazienz, 

he or she usually gives zhe appropriaze greening, "good 

morning" or "good afcernccn" and zhen asks, "How are you 

doing zoday?" This is asked of all paciencs, even chose 

zhac are known zo be zocaiiy non-respcnsive. Nurses ask 

zhe pacienc general gueszions abouc how che pacienc is 

feeling, if he or she is in any pain, hew he or she is 

eacing, going Co Che bazhroom regularly, and if he or she 

is sleeping well. These gueszions are asked while che 

nurse is physically examining zhe pazienz.

Nurses look ac che pacienc's eyes, feel and sgueeoe 

zheir skin, check zheir feeZ, Cake blood pressure, check 

zheir pulse and hearzbeaZ. They check any dressed wounds
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on one individual needs and requiremencs of one pacienc.

If necessary, chey rearrange cne pacienc in one bed or 

gee chem cue of che bed and puc cherr. in a chair or move 

ohem from che chair oo ohe bed. While ohey are acoencing 

00 ohe physical needs of ohe pacienc, ohey also address 

his or her emccional and psychological needs.

The nurses calk oo all paciencs even chough many of

chem are in a comacose like ccndioion, or cue oo cheir

disease are unable oo Calk or comprehend whac is going on 

or being said. The nurses say ohao ohese oondioions are 

usually caused by a lace scage organic brain syndrome or 

lace scage Alzheimer's disease, demencia, or some ocher 

brain disorder. The nurses scaced ohaC alchough paciencs 

mighc seem and acc unresponsive, ohe-y mighc noc accually 

be unresponsive. Wich many of chese diseases, che 

pacienc does have mcmencs of lucidioy where chey can 

liscen, underscand, and respond. This is why che nurses 

calk CO Chem direccly and noc abouc chem in che chird 

person concexc.

One of che nurses and I wenc co visiC a pacienc in a 

nursing home who was suffering from organic brain 

syndrome. Before we entered his room, she cold me chac
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r.e had .act been responsive to her in a long ti.v.e. /Je 

walked in and the nurse said, "gccd morning Mr. Smith 

(net his real name'," he responded with a strong, "good 

morning" and began telling her how he was feeling. He 

even shock my hand with a very strong grip; this was 

something he had been unable to oo because of his 

deteriorating motor skills and brain functioning. When 

the nurse visited him the next time, he was tota.ly 

unresponsive to any of the outside stimuli.

When the nurses are finished ministering to the 

patients and need to leave, they tell the patients when 

they will be back and spend some time answering their 

questions, comments, or listen to their fears. The 

nurses told me that they do more counseling with the 

patient than actual nursing work. On the way cut, they 

talk to the primary care giver, answering his or her 

questions and comments and giving instructions to him or 

her about medications and any insight they have about the 

patient. In a nursing home, they return the patient's 

chart to the desk and give their comments (if they have 

any) to the desk nurse.

From one patient, they go to visit another. They 

have an hour for lunch, and by corporate policy, they
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office, ohey recurn “here for lunch. If chey are noc 

go -c a favorite restaurant. After visiting patients
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their paperwork, and leave by 6:30 in the evening.
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CHAPTER 5

AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF COMMONXCATXON : TWO SPEECH EVENTS

In response co one oescripcive echnography of MC 

Hospice incroauced previously, cnis cnapcer is concernée 

•.vicn developing an ecnncgrapny cf speaking wnicn 

describes a way of speaking as reflecced in che 

scciolinguiscic speech communicy cf MC Hospice. In any 

social sicuacion involving language and speaking, ic is 

che speaker who chooses how che message will be 

verbalized. The speaker does chis based on che social 

concexc of che verbal inceraccicn and whac is known and 

believed as apprcpriace verbal behavior for chac 

parcicular social seccing or scciolinguiscic group 

(Philipsen, 1972; Coffman, 19591. In addicion, chis 

scudy will also look ac che seccings for communicacicn, 

che places where communicacicn occurs, as well as che 

people doing Che communicacing.

In chis research, parcicipant-observacion is che 

mechod of research used which allowed Che ethnographer co 

identify and explore the various communication events and 

their components (Hymes, 1974, 1962). This study of MC
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Hospice begin as a nradiricnai ecnncgraphic scudy :: a 

community of speakers. However, it developed into more 

than that. It became an ethnography of communicacicn 

concerned with how a community of speakers talked to and 

among each other. The overall setting, in this case, is 

that of a community based home hospice which provides 

mecical care for the terminally ill.

The major emphasis of this study is on verbal 

communication among a scciolinguiscic group of language 

speakers. This focus on the verbal understanding of a 

scciolinguiscic group was first fefined by Tell Hymes 

(1962; as an ethnography of speaking. In explaining what

is meant by an ethnography of speaking he states:

In one sense this area fills the gap between what is

usually described in grammars, and what is usually 

described in ethnographies. 3cth use speech as 

evidence of other patterns; neither brings it into 

focus in terms of its own patterns. In another 

sense, this is a question of what a child 

internalizes about speaking, beyond rules of grammar 

and a dictionary, while becoming a full-fledged 

member of its speech community. Or, it is a

question of what a foreigner must learn about a
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group's verbal behavior ir. or 1er oo paroioicaoe 

appropriately and effectively in its activities.

The ethnography of speaking is concerned with the 

situations and uses, the patterns and functions, of 

speaking as an activity in its own right. :p. 16’

In writing an ethnography of MC Hospice, there are 

many activities that can be defined as speaking, but 

speaking as defined by the researcher, or the group bein: 

studied? The settings for verbal oehavior used in this 

study are settings defined bt" the scciolinguistic group 

as events in which communication occurs ;Hymes, 1962, p. 

19). Hymes further states that:

One must reciprocally establish the modes and 

settings of behavior relevant to speech, and the 

sets of verbal items that occur wioh them; 

dimensions of contrast and rules of use, whether 

purely semantic (designative) or concerned wich 

other imports and functions... The approach of 

course requires the structural analysis of the 

community in relation to speech and that would 

constitute an ethnography of speaking. (1962, p. 19)
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According no Hnnnes, nnis snrucnurai analysis can ce 

denermined only winnin one boundaries of cnan sceecn 

communicy. Hymes continues:

Accivicy defined as speaking by one group may be 

defined as scmecning else by anccber. Sue

Some behavior will be organized and defined in cerms 

of speaking in every group, and Che impcrc of chis 

behavior may be missed if noc invescigaced as such. 

Only a focus on speaking answers che scruccural 

guescion, and provides daca for comparacive scudy of 

che differencial involvemenc of speaking in che 

scruccure of behavior in differenc groups. ,1962, p. 

22-23}

NC Communicy Hospice has many specific speech evencs 

chac relate direccly co communicacicn behavior. Some 

examples are: the ICT meeting, che patienc examinacion 

evenc, the intake incerview, the death call, che 

incroduccion of che volunceer co his or her pacienc 

event, staff in-service training sessions, the patient's 

spiritual assessment by che ohaplain, che patient's 

incerview with the social worker, and the monthly 

memorial service.
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These speech eveccs have cecavicral ar.c 

sociclinguisnic implications within the context in which 

they occur. All speech events usee by this community o: 

speakers use underlying rules of verbal conduct 

concerning their situation of use, patterns of use and 

overaii function. These specific speech events oo not 

stand alone. They are but one part of a relationship 

that exists between other speaking contexts and the 

entire speaking event. In writing about relationships 

between speech contexts, Hymes said:

The cognitive role of speech is not all-or-nothing, 

but a matter of what, where, and when. Speech is 

cognitively more important in some activities than 

others, some times more than others, for some 

persons more than others, for some societies more 

than others, (p. 19)

In this paper, the term speech event is used to mear 

a locally defined social context for speaking, with an 

internal structure that differentiates it from other 

events in the community and has shared rules for conduct 

and for the interpretation of speech (Duranti, 1983;

Fetch and Philipsen, 1995; Philipsen, 1994). The 

instances of speech within the group can be identified
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and recognized by zneir diszinczive conzexzca. leazures 

and by contrasting tnem to otner speaking events ; Hymes, 

1562, 0 .24,;.
In describing various etnnogracnic techniques that 

can be used for the discovery cf speech events, Hymes 

states that:

It is through the words which name them. Seme 

S:

known: Sunday morning sermon, inaugural address, 

pledge of allegiance. Other classes are suggest.

chazzer: (of a ream;, chew him our, give him rhe 

lowdown, get it off his chest, griping, etc. I knew 

no structural analysis. Clearly the material cannot 

be culled from a dictionary alone: instances and 

classes of speech events may be labeled by quite 

diverse means, not only by nouns, but also by verbs, 

phases, and sentences. In response to the 

question;, "Nice talk?," a situation may be titled 

by the response "Couldn't get a word in edgewise."

Insofar as participants in a society conceive 

their verbal interaction in terms of such
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'aceçories, .he crineriai accricuces and :ae 

distribution or rnese are wcrrn discovering. :1962. 

ç. 24-25}

The rwo speech events I chose to analyze at MC 

Hospice are the IDT ; Interdisciplinary Team Meeting} and 

the event I have term.ed the patient's bedside 

environment. I chose these two speech events because of 

their focus on conversation concerning the individual 

patient's dying process, and now the participants of 

these speech events make sense cut of the talk they do, 

and of the situation in which that talk occurs.

The analysis that follows locks at these two 

distinctly separate speech events in terms of how MC 

Hospice employees communicate to each other about their 

patients, and how they use speech in a specific 

culturally sanctioned manner (Carbaugh, 1995: Philipsen, 

19~5). These situations include an analysis and 

description of {1} the IDT meeting and or the patient's 

beside, (2) an account of the social structure designated 

by the group as a setting for communication, and, (3) a 

description of the social setting used for talk.
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The IDT MQerina: A Speech Even- for -al-cina about

deach and dying 

The IDT ac NC Hospice is a .'neecing which consiscs or 

a group of individual health care professionals who get 

together on a weekly basis for the purpose of sharing 

information and making decisions about patient care and 

patient treatment. The study of group communication and 

the dynamics resulting from the group interaction has 

long been a course of study for communication scholars 

and researchers in other academic disciplines.

MC Hospice provides primarily palliative at home 

care for terminally ill patients. This service and 

others provided by MC Hospice are coordinated by the 

Interdisciplinary team (IDT). The team meets once a week 

to discuss each patient, to plan and coordinate 

palliative health care services and to disseminate 

information to other field staff who are involved in 

direct patient care.

Over the last two decades, the concept of the health 

care team has become a popular alternative to 

conventional health care throughout the medical 

community. The health care team is generally defined as 

an interdisciplinary group of care givers, doctors,
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nurses, social and mencai healzh care workers who come 

ncgether and meet as a group, in order to give a specific 

kind of patient care Oerteotti i Seibold, 1994).

In discussing verbal social interaction, the concept 

of the speech event covers many different types and 

styles of verbal and non-verbal intercourse. The present 

study will focus on one type of speech event, that of an 

officially sanctioned regulariy scheduled health-care 

team meeting called the IDT (Larrue & Trognon, 1993i.

In further defining the speech event, Hymes states:

Taking first the speech events within a group, what 

are instances of speech events? What classes of 

speech events are recognized or can be inferred?

What are the dimensions of contrast, the distinctive 

features, which differentiate them?...What is their 

pattern of occurrence, their distribution vis-a-vis 

each other and externally ; in terms of total 

behavior or some selected aspect)? (1962, p. 24) 

What the description of the NC Hospice IDT meeting 

will show is that there are speech events embedded in 

speech events. The IDT is a title given by NC Hospice 

used to identify a specific class of speech event. The 

IDT speech event will be studied by asking questions
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about and locking ac the sceecr. event itselt, like 

examining tne components or factors of that speech event 

and the possible function the speech event serves within 

that sociolinguistic community.

Background on Interdisciplinary Team Meeting

A major weekly communicative event that occurs 

between employees at NC Hospice is the IDT 

(Interdisciplinary Team) meeting. This event happens 

once a week, on Wednesday mornings, and involves the 

participation of all the employees and volunteers who 

work at MC Hospice. The focus of this meeting is on 

medically assessing the physical, emotional and mental 

condition of patients currently on hospice service. One- 

half of the total patients on hospice service are 

assessed one week, and the second half on service are 

assessed the following week, an arrangement made 

primarily to keep the length of the meeting manageable.

Included in the general discussion of the patient 

are concerns about the family of the patient and the 

primary care giver. Anyone who attends the meeting may 

speak and contribute if he or she has knowledge of the 

patient or of the patient's family situation.
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acknowledged sections zo “he MC Hospice, IDT cieezing: 

opening prayer, bereavemenz, zhe medical evaicazicn of 

pazienzs, and, anncuncemenzs. The IDT follows zhls four 

seczion formaz in sequence each zlme zhe meezing is held. 

Following zhe IDT meeZing and a shcrz break, is a szazz 

meezing, zhen qulze czzen an in-service {ongoing 

educazion) zraining session Is held for zhe nurses and 

ocher medical personnel.

In observing over 20 IDT meezings, Zhls researcher 

nczlced zwc addlzional pares zo zhe IDT zhaz are ncz 

form.ally acknowledged by MC Hospice, buz are pare of zhe 

meezing. They are whaz I call, zhe gathering zogezher 

which occurs before zhe opening prayer, and zhe staff 

meeting which occurs after the IDT meeting is officially 

over. This meeting is separated from the IDT meeting by 

a short break of no more chat 10 minutes.

The IDT is held in a large meeting room with central 

access to the rest of the office complex. There are 5 

long rectangular tables in the room which are placed 

together to make a large square with the center filled 

in. This arrangement permits papers and forms to be 

easily moved around or across the table from person to
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person. There are cnairs placed around one oadle, duo 

ohere is noc enough room for all one staff to sit at the 

tables. There are chairs lining two of the four walls. 

One side of the room is used for office storage and is 

blocked off by a portable office divider.

Seating is not assigned, but rather is oetermined by 

gob position, status and where individuals habitually or 

routinely sit. People who sit at the tables are the 

nurses and other professionally trained staff. These 

people are responsible for developing and implementing 

the weekly patient health care plan.

There are three chairs at the table that are 

unofficially reserved. One chair is for the staff doctor 

and is located by the main entrance to the room. There 

is an unspoken understanding that this reserved seat is 

to be left open because it provides easy access for the 

doctor as she is frequently late to the meeting and often 

leaves before the meeting is over.

The NC Hospice Director sits at the table next to 

his office entrance and to the doctor's right. The third 

chair is for the PCC (Patient Care Co-ordinator) who 

usually sits to the left of the doctor and across the 

corner from the director. The rest of the chairs around
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ine cable .'cighc seem no be available for wnomever sics 

chere, but chese chairs are usually taken by individuals 

who have a history of siccing in certain seat locations.

Persons siccing at the cable on a regular basis io 

paperwork during Che meeting chat they may pass to others 

CO read and or to sign. Included in this group are the 

nurses, social worker, chaplain, lireccor. Patient Care 

Co-ordinator, the doctor and myself. If chere is room, 

everyone sits at the cable. The only people who sic 

along the wall are chose who enter the meeting late, 

those who are visitors, volunteers or are the home health 

aids (CNAs;.

The gathering cooecher

IDT meeting begins as a social event for the office 

when the staff begins arriving for work in the morning.

On this one day out of the week, field nurses and home 

health aids, known as CNA.s do not hurry out of the office 

for their daily patient visitations. The overall pace is 

more relaxed, and individuals talk to each other more on 

a social level and for longer periods of time. There 

might be paperwork for the nurses to complete before the 

meeting, but they do it and socialize at the same time.
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Adjacent and dcwn a snort railway from tne :DT 

meeting room is the kitchenette. This is where food is 

crought in by various staff mie.moers who take turns 

purchasing and setting-up the self-serve food. Anyone, 

including any guests present, can heip-them selves to th- 

food. The person who signed up to bring food that day 

selects and brings what he or she wants. Common choices 

are donuts, cookies, fruit platters, or bagels with orear 

cheese. It is the food choices and variety of food that 

provides topics for pre-IDT social conversation as-well- 

as an impetus used to get people into the large meeting 

room.

The sharing of food provides a sense of community, 

cooperation, a sense of belonging and sharing that is 

necessary in dealing with patients and other employees. 

This sense of community and sharing that centers around 

food at NC Hospice is shared with other sociolinguistic 

groups.

In discussing the importance of food during social 

events, among the Warm Springs Indians, Susan Philip 

wrote that the kitchen area and the food served is an 

important part of any of their community social events. 

The sharing and serving of the food to the community, by
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cne commuai"-/ maiacains reianionships, expresses good 

will and shows hospioalioy "o any visitors (Philips,

1974, p. 3?;.
The IDT meeting usually begins by 8:30 in the 

morning. People begin leaving their office space about 8 

A.M., getting themselves something to eat and drifting 

into the meeting room to take their seat. Quite often 

before the meeting, the NC Hospice Director or Patient 

Care Co-ordinator goes around to the different offices 

letting people know it is time to start the IDT, and at 

times, actually herds them into the meeting room, so they 

can begin on time.

The gathering together is an important part of the 

IDT because it seems to set the overall lighthearted tone 

of the meeting. It needs to be remembered that the 

business of NC Hospice is dealing with the dead and 

dying, their families and health care providers. This is 

one-on-one social interaction that is stressful, 

depressing at times and an extremely isolating type of 

work for the field nurses and other staff. The gathering 

section of the IDT allows informal social interaction, 

community building, releasing and sharing of stress, and 

a chance to spend time with co-workers.
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Frcm ihe very starr or rhe meering, various rcrms 

and ocher papers are constanciy shuffled around rhe cable 

for people co sign or read. This ooncinues chrcughouc 

che meecing. Each person accenoing che meecing is given 

a copy of che weekly, IDT PATIENT REVIEW SCHEDULE 'See 

Appendix C). Ic lises all che paciencs on hospice 

service for chac week, along wich cheir names, case 

number, che dace chey began service, cheir cown, che 

diagnosis, cheir doccor's name, Cheir age and daCe of

irch, dace of cheir lasc visic by che nurse.

nexc visiC by Che nurse and che name or che nurse 

presencly assigned co chem. Alchcugh che schedule lises 

all hospice paciencs, only one-half are reviewed each 

week. If all paCiencs were reviewed each week, che 

meecing would lasc cwice as long and nursing rounds for 

che day would noc be compleced.

Opening Praver

The IDT meecing usually begins wich an opening 

prayer being said. The prayers varied in lengch and 

conCenC depending on who said Chem. Usually Che 

individual praying was che NC Hospice Chaplain who was an 

ordained minisCer Crained Co be Che hospice chaplain.
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His prayers "ended co be very ecumenical, formai and 

specific. The prayers of others who prayed in his 

absence, lay persons, tended to be very personal, 

unfocused and emotionally expressive.

Once most participants are seated around the table, 

the Director signals for the meeting to begin with a 

prayer by saying, "let's begin with bereavement, 

prayer is usually led by the chaplain. If he is 

there, the director chooses someone else. When the 

prayer is being said, people get quiet and bow their 

heads. When the chaplain prays, the words used in the 

prayers tend to be to-the-point, ecumenical and non- 

denominational in their wording and phrasing. During the 

data gathering phase, I did not write field notes of the 

prayers verbatim because the sound of my note taking was 

too loud. In addition; I did not record them either. 

Instead, I wrote down key words and phrases. Throughout 

the prayer, the chaplain uses words and phrases such as: 

thank you, lift up, let Mr. E be safe with you; 

empower us to reach out for you; think of, time and 

energy to reach out to help others; come together, 

strength and wisdom and service, extend your 

comfort, blessing, presence, serve your people.
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In those weeks when patients hied, the words, 

terminology and phrases of the chaplain's prayers 

reflected this fact. Some examples are as follows:

We will be remembering the family of — ; we lift up 

the families, and you comfort them; remember Mr. W 

in the prayer; lift up Mr. A, serve him and help us 

reach out in his name. Let Mr. L be safe with you; 

let us have strength to serve in your name; empower 

us to reach out for you, remembering those who live, 

peace and comfort, use us as we minister to others 

in your care Jesus.

In the content of the prayers, he prays about the 

suffering of patients, their need for strength and the 

importance of the work being done by the hospice staff.

In one prayer he said, "We have four persons to remember 

in bereavement today," and then he talked about the 

staff, how they were surrounded with death and how they 

related to their patients.

The chaplain's prayers are short and to the point; 

the addressed the needs of the patient, the family, their 

suffering and the role of hospice staff in treating the 

patient. This is contrasted by the content of prayers 

when they are said by others: When the chaplain cannot
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accend nne IDT and when anonher leads prayer ; a layperson 

and usually a particular heme health aid), the prayers 

tend to be very long and unfocused.

After the chaplain finished praying, he announced 

the time and date of the next memorial service. If there 

were any statements or comments made by the chaplain 

about individual patients, he made them after the prayer 

but before the social worker began her discussion of 

bereavement. Then, he would begin passing bereavement 

cards around the table for everyone in attendance to 

sign. These cards are sent to the families of all the 

patients who died that week.

Bereavement

After the chaplain finished speaking, the social 

worker began talking about patients that died in the past 

week. If the social worker was unable to attend the IDT 

meeting, the chaplain would take over this section. To 

begin this section, the doctor or the person leading the 

IDT said the words, "Bereavement" or "let's begin with 

bereavement." The personal name of the social worker 

responsible for doing bereavement was almost never used 

as a preface in announcing this section.
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Ac chis cime, che social worker began her discussion 

of bereavemenc by announoing che names of chose who died 

chac week, and began giving informacion abouc chem from a 

form cicied, BEREAVEMENT ASSESSMENT AND PLAN OF TARE {See 

Appendix E). She read the questions verbatim from the 

Risk Assessment section of the form followed by che 

answer. The answer to each question was verbally stated 

as either "yes" or "no" and was usually followed by a 

detailed explanation. The questions on the form ask:

Is bereaved free of ocher family responsibility?

Is there adequate financial provision for 

bereaved?

Was the family able to share feelings?

Is this the only current life crisis?

Is there an adequate support system?

Is the bereaved believed to be free of suicidal 

ideation?

Is the bereaved believed to be free of problems wich 

substance use/abuse?

These questions reflect specific needs and concerns 

hospice has about terminally ill patients and their 

families. The verbal reading and answering of the 

questions at the meeting I believe is for an information
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exchange among the various disciplines seated abound the 

table. Through dealing with one situation, these 

questions are aimed at ensuring that the dying person and 

their family have a better quality of life for the time 

they have remaining.

In many situations, the nurses, CNA's or otner staff 

may have pertinent insight and answers to these questions 

which the social worker was unable to obtain. 

Additionally, these questions reflect real situations 

with patients and can be dealt with by various hospice 

staff and the resources available to them. Individuals 

may be dying and still have children to raise, 

grandparents to care for or have to work full time to 

provide family income. They may not have life or burial 

insurance, or anyone to talk to because their friends and 

families do not know what to say to them.

Terminally ill patients, especially those suffering 

from a painful cancer or other disease, often consider 

suicide or become abusers of the powerful pain 

medications that are prescribed to them. In some cases, 

the medication is taken from the patient by a member of 

the family who sells it or uses it themselves.
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Once rhe questions were read and answered by the 

social worker, or by the chaplain, the nurse assigned to 

the patient or ocher staff would give additional 

information. These questions often generated a lot of 

response from the staff members who had contact with the 

patient, health care giver, or the family. The following 

segment from my field notes is an example of the social 

worker's response to the bereavement questions. The 

social worker said:

Mrs. S died at 3:15 on Tuesday. The Chaplain 

interjected that he sent a lot of bereavement cards,

because she has a lot of family. The primary

bereaved is the mother who knows almost nothing 

about Mrs. S's children. Does the family seem 

accepting of her death? Yes. Is the mother free of 

suicide? Yes. Is there adequate finances for the 

mother? Yes. Was there an expression of feelings 

by family members? One nurse said yes. Does the 

bereaved have any other current life crisis, or 

conflicts? Someone replied, "some family conflicts, 

one child is considered the "Black Sheep" and 

overall the kids are devastated. Is support

available? Yes. Is the bereaved free of suicide?
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Yes, zhe mom is free cf irug abuse, row. Mrs 

mother was a drug abuser. The ?CC says, one of the

nurses needs to pick up Mrs. S's remaining 

medication. There was a delivery of pain Eds [pair, 

medication) a day before her ceath.

Once the bereavement questions were read out loud 

and answered by social services, the other members of the 

IDT could add what they know about the situation and come

to some kind of conclusion to help the patient and 

family.

In another case the social worker explained:

Mrs. M is free of other responsibility but nee of 

the kids that are wich D.S. (Department of Human 

Services). Mr. M died and his wife and the family 

have issues of anger. (I noted to myself that the 

participants were talking over the social worker 

while she talked and the noise built up quickly.

The PCC whistled long and loud by placing her 

fingers between her lips and got the meeting back to 

order. Participants still talked over the social 

worker, but quieted down some what.) The finances 

of the family are unsure. Did the family share 

feelings? Yes. Is this the only current family
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crisis? No. Is cr.ere sdequare financial sucporc? 

No. Is che bereaved free cf suicide? Good 

quescicn. A general ciscussicn cn che scacemenc cf 

suicide follows among che staff members.

The staff member who cealc wich che cacienc gave 

informacion and ocher statements concerning che family 

chac che social worker did noc have. If che answers cc 

Che questions concerning che paciencs were no, and if 

chere was no one around che cable who had anyching cc 

add, Chen che social worker went chrough che lise uncil 

she is finished. Someci.mes che guescicns and answers 

were read almost in a scaccacc-Iike manner.

The exchange of information on che pacienc is very 

informal while Che reading of Che questions is very 

formal. All che questions are read in cheir encirety for 

each and every patient who died chat week. Some examples 

of general comments made by the staff about some of che 

paciencs and cheir families are: "she died too soon" or 

"I didn't get a chance Co meet Che patient before she 

died." or "che wife buried her third husband." When che 

social worker finishes talking about the last patient, 

she usually ends by saying, "that is all for 

bereavement," and her section is over.
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The car.ienr'3 medical assessment:: The IDT 

When che bereavemenc seccion is finished. The ITT 

seccicn cf che meecing containing che medical discussion 

and evaluation of che pacienc begins. The staff doctor 

usually leads this seccion. If che dcccor is going cc be 

lace, she usually calls ahead, and che IDT seccion is 

delayed uncil she arrives. If che ccccor is going co be 

very lace, che Director or che ?CC cakes over and runs 

che rest of the meecing uncil the doctor arrives. There 

is a second staff doctor. Dr. W, also a women, who is 

called when che primary dcccor. Dr. D, is on vacation or 

cannot attend the meecing.

The IDT begins wich che doctor asking abouc any new 

paciencs that have been brought on hospice service. The 

names are usually listed on che IDT sheet chac is passed 

out ahead cf time wich che term "initial" written in one 

of the columns. These patients are discussed and 

assessed medically. The majority of che evaluation is 

done by the individual who did che "legals" (the intake 

interview) on the patient. This is followed by the 

medical assessment performed by the assigned nurse if one 

has been assigned. These discussions are a combination 

of medical diagnosis and assessment as well as an
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evaluation of the social setting and the emcticnal state 

of the patient and family.

The nurse assigned to the patient gives the 

evaluation. If he or she is not present, the nurse 

reading the evaluation will give the assigned nurse's 

name after the patient's name is stated. One example 

taken from my field notes describes a typical initial 

intake report on a patient being admitted to hospice 

care.

Mr. K is the patient and has colon cancer. Teri 

did the initial. Other nurses laugh because the 

wrong patient is being talked about. He lives at 

home and is in pain. He lives with his biind wife 

who is forgetful. Mr. K. uses a wheel chair and 

walker. His pain is controlled with medication.

His wife is kind of "demanding in a nice sort of 

way" Teri said. We will work hard to support them. 
Someone at the table said, "so help is available, 
but his wife is reluctant to accept it." PCC says, 

"we need to watch her and help her to accept and 

help manage his pain." The medication being used 

for controlling his pain is M.S. Contin, and his 

wife tends not to give him his pain Eds regularly.
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In calking abcuc che pain cf che pacienc ana hew 

much pain he is accualiy in, che dcccor says co che 

staff, "den'c forgec che pacienc knows how much pain 

he is in" we can only guess. There follows a 

discussion among che scaff of che pacienc's pain 

medicacion and ics adjuscmenc co his changing 

physiological needs.

If anyone else had concacc wich che new pacienc or 

wich che family chey would say whac chey know ac chis 

cime. In noc every case, buc in mesc cases, che person 

adding additional information is che woman who keeps che 

medicai records. She is often in concacc with che 

pacienc, cheir family and cheir doctor, usually ever che 

telephone when getting informacion for her medical 

records and bookkeeping.

After discussing any recently admitted paciencs, che 

topic of conversation goes right to che evaluation and 

assessment of existing hospice patients scheduled for 

review chac day. The doctor, or whoever is leading che 

meeting, reads out loud the name of Che patient. The 

nurse assigned to that patient answers either with a 

detailed medical description or by saying, "responding 

adequately." Then, the staff would move on to the next
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name on che pacienc lise. According co one of cn- 

nurses, che phrase "responding adequaceiy," means, 

change in che pacienc's 

fine for whac chey have."

Four monchs inco my research, ic was announced ac 

che IDT by Che PCC chac, che phrase "responding 

adequaceiy" should no longer be used as a scacemenc of 

che pacienC's currenc condicicn. The PCC relayed chac 

corpcrace headquarcers felc chac che use of chis phrase 

did noc give enough derailed evaluacive informacion 

concerning che condicicn of che pacienc for a proper 

medical assessment during IDT meecings. Inscead, che PC: 

inscrucced che nurses co receac or read whac chey had 

wriccen in che ccmmenc seccicn of che IDT Plan of Care 

form chac chey fill cue prior co che meecing for each of 

cheir paciencs.

When wriCing che evaluacion of a pacienc, prior co 

Che IDT meeting, either chac morning or when che visic 

wich che pacienc is concluded, che nurses use a specific 

form called Interdisciplinary Team Plan of Care (See 

Appendix D) as a guideline and as notes for che IDT.

The IDT Plan of Care form is another way of 

providing information about che patient's physical
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joncicion. Ic is formal in zhaz she :orm becomes a 

permanenc wriccen record of che pacienc's presenc 

condicion and evaluacion. This form also serves as che 

basis of informal verbal inceraccion and disoussion among 

che scaff members presenc ac che meecing. Ic is chrough 

che use of chis form chac pacienc informacion is given co 

che scaff which allows for discussion ano evaluacion 

inpuC by all persons actending che meecing.

The ITT Plan of Care wriccen form becomes a 

framework for speaking during Che meecing. In Chis 

parcicular inscance of speaking, che IDT form provides 

boch Che message and che channel for any verbal 

inceraccion becween che senders and receivers (Hçmes,

1962;. Verbal inCeracCion among hospice scaff during che 

ITT segmenc of che meecing uses cwo channels of 

communicacion. One is che wriccen channel provided by 

che IDT form. IC is chrough Che use of che wriccen 

channel chac che verbal channel becomes che primary 

channel of informacion exchange. According Co Salcmann: 

Alchough che acouscic channel, besc exemplified by 

spoken works, is Che one mosc commonly employed, 

ocher channels of communicacion should noc be 

overlooked. To do so would be Co ignore ChaC
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communicative cenavicr that makes primary use cf one 

channel frequently depends on other channels for 

reinforcement. ;1993, p. 190}

A parent reading a bed time story cut loud to a young 

child uses an acoustic channel for someone who has not 

learned to use a written one. The verbal message is 

related to the written message contained in the form 

itself. The message of the form contains specific 

solicited medical information about the patient. This 

information is then relayed to hospice staff verbally at 

the IDT meeting. There is a relationship between message 

form and content. As Hymes, [1972, ?. 59) states, "It is 

a truism...that how something is said is part of what is 

said" (as cited in Salcmann, 1993, p.199). Salcmann 

further explains this relationship as saying:

A paraphrase may be sufficient to indicate the 

message content, but only the quoting of the exact 

works can represent adequately the message form of a 

speech act. To paraphrase the statement "Like hell 

I'm kidding; I've warned you— now get out, fast!" as 

"I told him in no uncertain terms that he was no 

longer welcome" does away with so much color and
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feeling that the changed icrni no longer has much, in 

common with the original content (1993, p. 199). 

This relationship, as stated by Salcmann, between the 

message form and message content needs to be adequately 

shown by comparing the written IDT form to that of the 

IDT meeting verbal discussion.

There are 13 sections to the IDT form. Sections 

appropriate to the medical care and treatment of the 

patient are checked. The last section of the form, 

titled "Comments," has space for written notes. Changes 

in patient medication or treatment are recorded here. 

However, during the IDT, this form is used only as a 

guide and a starting point for discussing and assessing 

the patient. All parts of the form are not read and/or 

answered. The individual sections are written prior to 

the meeting, but the verbal interaction with other staff 

comes from the last section marked comments. The 

discussion from the comments section varies according to 

the patient, the patient's condition and the patient's 

needs.

After the last patient is discussed, specific 

patient and family needs, situations and comments are 

brought up by the staff. Then someone, usually the
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aocncr, zhe Director or the ?CC says something like,

"does anyone else have someone that needs to be assessed, 

or, is there anyone or anything, anyone would want to 

talk about," or if the doctor is leaving the meeting, she 

says, "is there anything else before I leave." If there 

is nothing else to add, the doctor gets up and leaves the 

meeting.

Announcements and the ending of the IDT

After the doctor leaves, the major portion of the 

meeting that addressing specific patient concerns ends.

As the doctor leaves, there is usually some conversation 

between her and the Director and the ?CC. This lasts for 

no more than 5 minutes. At this point in the meeting, 

there is no formal leadership for the meeting and the 

people attending the meeting routinely begin talking 

among themselves socially or about specific patients and 

issues brought up during the IDT. Mo one gets up or 

leaves the meeting area at this time.

After the doctor has left and the Director and PCC 

return to the meeting, they ask if there are any 

additional comments concerning patients assessed during 

the meeting. Following this discussion, the Director or
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PCC asks Che nurses if chey have any questions or 

comments concerning patients not scheduled to be 

discussed. If they do, the meeting continues for a few 

more minutes. When all formal and informal conversation 

concerning patient assessment is finished, générai 

announcements are made fay the Director or the PCC. This 

includes birthday greetings, employment notices, the time 

of the next weekly staff meeting (usually following the 

IDT), the time and topic of the in-service training or 

the time and date of a memorial service.

Announcements are usually followed fay a 10 minute 

break before the next section begins. If there are no 

other meetings scheduled, the nurses and home health aids 

drift out of the meeting room to their offices in small 

groups and begin planning their appointments for the day.

Staff Meeting

The staff meeting is a different type of speech 

event than other sections of the IDT meeting. The focus 

of verbal communication up to this point was on 

information exchange concerning the medical evaluation 

and assessment of patients. The first part of the staff
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meecing deals primarily wirh, company policy, and office 

procedures.

The second part of the staff meeting, when ic 

occurs, becomes a forum for all employees of NC Hospice 

to talk about what is bothering them. This forum for 

corporate self-disclosure is intended to help individual 

employees deal with the stress that accompanies working 

with terminally ill patients and their families on a 

daily basis. These sessions usually occur when there is 

a shortage of field nurses or when there have been a high 

number of deaths within a two or three week time frame.

In this section, the style of the speech event changes 

from information gathering to that of a group therapy 

session.

There is a very high turnover rate of nurses who 

work at NC Hospice. The Director of NC hospice told me 

that this is due mostly to emotional burnout caused by 

the nurse becoming emotionally attached to the patient. 

When he feels the stress level is getting too high, he 

tries to lower it. Some of the ways he tries to 

accomplish this is by having an office party or another 
type of social event. He also has, as part of the Staff, 

meeting what he calls, "a bitch session" and allows the
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r.urses and other staff to talk about whatever they want. 

This results in emotional responses from whoever needs 

it.

When there is a staff meeting planned, it takes 

place after the IDT meeting is over. The staff meeting 

usually consists of the Director or the PCC talking to 

the employees about changes in procedure, protocol, 

paperwork, and employment opportunities. After this, the 

meeting occasionally becomes an event in which employees 

can tell how they are feeling and what is bothering them. 

This occurred twice while I was there. The speaking 

style in the next two examples shows the changes that 

occur in verbal styles from that of the objective 

Information gathering of the IDT, to that of the 

emotional filled therapeutic self-disclosure style of the 

Staff meeting.

The first time the cathartic discussion occurred in 

my presence, it began with the director asking the staff, 

"Have you anything you want to say or need to bitch 

about: now is the time to get this thing off of your 

chest." Individual staff members began talking about 

personal issues that resulted from their employment at 

hospice. This was followed by an in-service training on
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professional boundaries, seczing limizs wizn family and 

patients, and stress indigenous to the care giving 

professions. This evolved into a session where staff 

began introspective reflection into themselves and why 

they work with the dying. One nurse said that she 

thought of death as an "noble experience, like being 

born."

The second time this event occurred in my presence, 

the entire staff was working under very stressful 

conditions. The patient case load was high; there was an 

unusually high number of deaths in a short period of 

time, and employees were quitting and leaving for less 

stressful nursing occupations. The PCC began the meeting 

by saying, "We need a talk therapy session, and anything 

is open for discussion." She began the process by 

publioally stating her feelings about the high death rate 

and the shortage of nurses and Corporate Headquarters' 

reluctance to hire more. After her statement, various 

individuals seated at the meeting began talking openly 

about how they feel about patients and about NC Hospice 

in general. An excerpt from my field notes reads:

We have been strung out making decisions and venting 

frustrations. Someone sings, 'Nobody knows the
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iroubies I've seen.' This results in laughter. The 

stress level here is awful although the "die off" 

load has dropped. We escort people out of this 

life. Within 2 or 3 weeks of coming on hospice 

service, the patients go into the labor of birth 

(This nurse uses the metaphor birthing process, to 

reflect the dying process). The Director says, 'all 

this, high number of deaths, high case load and 

fewer nurses, occurs in cycles. I have been here 

long enough to see it, and it will happen again.'

The Director continues talking to the group and 

says: 'There have been a lots of changes here

lately. Like the increased paperwork for the nurses 

which results in increased stress because fewer 

patients visited. However, the patients are still 

getting quality care regardless of all of us being 

edgy. Maintaining high patient care is important 

because it shows that all of you who work here care 

about our patients.'

When the IDT meeting ends, the staff members leave 

the meeting room and return to their offices. The nurses 

call patients for appointments, the home health aids
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leave te visit their patients, and the office workers 

return to their work.

Discussion of the IDT

When describing an ethnography of speaking, Hymes 

writes that there are three aspects of speech or series 

of questions that need to be asked concerning a speech 

community (1962, p. 24). These questions are as follows: 

what is a speech event? What are components or factors 

of the speech event? (and) What are the functions of the 

speech event (Hymes, 1962, p.24-32; 19^4, p. 51-66)/?

The speech event, as stated by Fetch and Philipsen, 

(1995) is, "a locally defined context for 

speaking... which has an internal structure which 

differentiates it from other events in a community" (p. 

265). The IDT meeting is a major event at hospice; it is 

associated with speech and identified by hospice and 

their employees as an important occurrence in the medical 

and social assessment of patients. It has a definable 

internal structure, and it is separated from other speech 

events by specific rules and characteristics.

Some aspects of the internal structure are the fact 

that there is a specific time and date for the meeting.
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The ,'neetinç can be broken up inoc various parrs: opening 

prayer, bereavement, IDT assessment, and announcements. 

There are designated leaders: the doctor, the Hospice 

Director or the PCC. Certain individuals are assigned to 

give certain types of information, such as the social 

worker, chaplain, or the nurse. The message form is not 

limited to a specific format. It can take the form of 

verbal, written, formal, very informal, individual, or 

group communication.

The various factors of the speech events provide an 

insider's view of the group by showing who says what to 

whom, their level of importance, how it is said by its 

language and words, and what the topic is (Hymes, 1962, 

p. 25; Salzmann, 1993, p. 198-199). The emphasis is on 

the various members of the staff sitting around the table 

talking to each other about their patient's medical 

assessment, treatment, and overall condition.

The function of these speech events has meaning only 

in terms of the sociolinguistic environment of which it 

is part. In this case, it is the social and linguistic 

environment of NC Hospice. Hymes, (1974) wrote that: 

the functions served in speech must be derived 

directly from the purposes and needs of human
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persons encaged in social acnion...analysis of 

speaking is a means no the understanding of human 

purposes and needs...it is an indispensable means, 

but only a means, (p. 65)

One possible function for the style and structure o: 

the talk used during the Wednesday IDT meeting couid be 

to keep human emotions out of and separate from patient 

health care planning. By analyzing and comparing the 

objective nature of the internai structure of the IDT to 

that of the Staff meeting at NC Hospice, one can see that 

these two different social contexts can be associated 

with different styles and ways of speaking.

Juxtaposed to the IDT meeting, the Wednesday Staff 

meeting, held after and separate from the IDT meeting, 

encourages the expression of emotion filled talk with 

statements like, "Do you have anything you need to bitch 

about" or, "We need a talk therapy session?" In this 

way, hospice community members can deal with the 

emotional and personal aspect of patient care.

The IDT serves as both a time and place for the 

weekly group exchange of patient information needed for 

health care planning and various administrative services. 

It has a designated structure which is followed in a
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speciric manner using a specific language snyie. liT is 

an important part of MC Hospice because of the function 

it performs as a catalyst for sociolinguistic interaction 

among the NC Hospice community.

The next speech event 1 will look at is differeno 

than the IDT meeting because it is not as structured, the 

talk occurs in oriads or dyads, between ~he patient, 

nurse, and primary care giver. The overall goal is net 

the assessment of the patient, but io is to do nursing oo 

physically and mentally treat and interact with the 

patient and the care giver on an interpersonal and 

emotional level.

The Second Soeech Event: The Patient's Bedside 

Environment

The second speech setting I have selected is what I 

call the patient's bedside environment. I use this term 

because most verbal communication occurring between the 

nurse, patient, primary care giver and family usually 

occurs within the proximity of the bed to which the 

patient is fettered (the illness of the patient is 

advanced preventing most patients from leaving their 

beds, except for short periods of time). It can also
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include Che bedroom, the living room, Che house and 

anywhere else on che pacienC's propercy or place of 

residence. If che pacienc is confined cc a nursing home, 

Chis phase includes che room in che nursing home, che 

hallway ouCside of che room, and che nurse's scacion.

Whereas, che IDT provided a communicacion 

environment that encouraged mutual exchange of 

information by many people concerning che pacienc and che 

family, in this setting, the information exchange is less 

chan equal. The hospice nurse is usually che information 

source for the patient, che primary care giver, and Che 

family. The nurse both seeks information from che 

pacienc and che primary care giver and gives information 

back to them in a synthesized and useable form. This 

usually is in the form of instructions and knowledge 

about the dying process, basic bedside medical care, and 

the use of various medications, especially the use of 

pain medication.

Patients are visited on a regular basis by hospice 

field nurses at their place of residence. According to 

one of my nurse informants:

When visiting a patient, you have to remember that 

NC Hospice is an intrusion into the lifestyle of the
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çacien-, che pacienc's canily and friends. The 

nurse visic is for physical reasons, for nencai 

concacc, emccicnal suppcrc, a fisinceresced parcy 

chere for che family and for emocionai supporc.

The frequency of che visicacicn is decermined by che 

physical needs, condicion of che pacienc and how close 

che pacienc is co deach. If che pacienc is ambuiacory, 

nas a busy lifescyle and can gec abouC on his or her own, 

fewer nursing visics are required. In chese cases, nurse 

visicacion is scheduled for once every week, once every 

cwc weeks or as necessary.

When che patienc begins co decline physically as che 

disease progresses, che nursing visics increase in 

frequency and prioricy. If necessary, nurses visic che 

pacienc daily. This is especially crue when che pacienc 

is accively dying (deach is imminenc and will probably 

occur wichin 24 hrs.). According co one of my nurse 

informancs:

There are cwice weekly visics, and chere are once a 

week visics and Chen when needed. As a person gees 

closer CO deach, Chere is concinuous care in che 

lasc sCages of dying...Che nurses Cry Co be chere 

during Che acCive sCage of deaCh Co serve Che
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purpose of performing a psychc-sccial function of 

support for the famiiy, from the last day to the 

first day, to demystify death, and to show that this 

is not a terrible, horrible thing.

On an average day, a nurse may visit up to h

patients. During the period of my research at M.C. 

Hospice, patients I had contact with resided either in 

various nursing homes in the area or in private 

residential dwellings. Since the nursing home and the 

private residence are two separate communication 

environments, each will be individually addressed.

The Nursing Home

It is important to remember that a nursing home is a

medical institution run by medical professionals. There

are well established schedules and procedures for 

administering and caring for patients. If a patient is 

living in a nursing home, that facility is considered as 

the primary care giver for the hospice patient.

When the hospice nurse enters this environment, it 

is with the knowledge that there are people working there 

that already know how to take care of critically ill 

people. The only thing that NC Hospice and the nurse
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nave cc

che pacienc. Any calk chac occurs in chis secCing 

becween che hospice pacienc and che hospice nurse is a 

refleccion of che insCiCuCional environmenc.

The .Tiaioricy of che calk becween che hospice 

pacienc and che nurse occurs in che pacienc's room. The 

only people presenc are che pacienc, Che nurse and che 

roommace, if chere is one. The inceraccicn becween che 

nurse and Che pacienc concerns che giving and geccing of 

medical informaCion and che giving of comforc co che 

pacienc. The Calk chac occurs becween chem cends co be 

one sided. The nurse usually does mosc of che calking by 

asking quescions and physically evaluating che pacienc.

When che hospice nurse arrives at Che nursing home, 

che nurse usually goes straight coward che nursing 

station, checks in with che duty nurse and reads Che 

patient's medical record. The medical record is read for 

updated information concerning pacienc medication and 

what Che doctor and duty nurses say about Che condicion 

of che patient.

If the duty nurse or nursing assistant is Chere at 

Che nursing station, Che hospice nurse may ask him or her 

quescions as to the current medical and physical
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jcncizicn cf “he pacienc. One zf z.y nurse infcmancs 

cold me chac nursing home nurses, "give iocs of 

misinfcrmacion in che chares because chey are so busy." 

Afcer reading che pacienc's chare, che hospice nurse pucs 

ic away, and Chen goes co visic che pacienc in his or her 

room.

Paciencs chac are living in che nursing heme usually 

have diseases or disorders which render chem wich 

dementia or physically unable co cake care of themselves, 

requiring some kind of assisted care. Upon entering cne 

patient's room, che proper greeting is said, "Good 

morning or Good afternoon," -name stated, either first or 

last; followed by or "how are you feeling today?" Nurses 

identify who they are by saying their name, that chey are 

from NC Hospice and that they are che patient's hospice 

nurse.

Whether or not the patient can respond to che nurse 

verbally with the appropriate greeting, or can identify 

who the nurse is at all, is not important. Hospice 

nurses say that what is important is the saying of the 

greeting and that gives patients some much needed verbal 

stimulation. According co my nurse informant, nursing
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heme employees tend to be sc overworked, that simple 

verbal stimulation of the patient is neglected.

When visiting these patients, the nurse talks 

continually to the patient, asking him or her questions 

about how he or she feels and includes him or her in the 

general conversation. The nurses have told me that they 

are observing the patienc the whole time they are talking 

to them. One of two informants, Lynda, a female nurse, 

told me that when she attends to her patients, she pays 

attention to the little things. She uses their eyes as 

an assessment. "I can't put it into words what I see, 

but they tell mie and give me information about the 

patient's condition." Another nurse informant. Gal, a 

male nurse, told me that, "When I talk to the patient, I 

use the conversation to observe the patient and her 

condition physically and emotionally." He says that he 

uses talk as a diagnostic tool to let him know what is 

going on with the patienc.

Nurses use a variety of cues to identify pain and 

its location. If a patient cannot verbally respond to 

questions, then cues such as rubbing the area of pain, 

squirming in a chair or bed and grumpiness in demeanor 

can indicate pain and its possible location. Blood
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pressure above rhe n o m  for iha: pacienc is anocher 

indioacion of pain.

When iniciaily approaching che pacienc, che nurse 

conscancly calks co che pacienc, asking permission co 

couch che pacienc and informing che pacienc of whac 

examinacion Che nurse is going co do co che pacienc 

before he or she does ic. When che nurse accually begins 

co physically examine che pacienc, permission is asked 

again as if informing che pacienc seep by seep of che 

examinacion process. During one visic co a pacienc chac 

I observed, che hospice nurse began calking co che 

pacienc slowly and calmly, saying che pacienc's name as 

he exceeded her arm co posicion che blood pressure 

cuff...He Chen began co explain co che patienc what he 

was doing and asked permission each time he cook her 

blood pressure and listened to her lungs. The 

conventions (rules for speaking) chat nurses employ in 

speaking wich patients wich severe dementia (or similar 

disorder) are informed by their training and experience 

chat while a patient may seem to be in a world of his or 

her own, the nurse does not actually know the level of 

awareness the patient has and, therefore, should avoid 

talking about patients in front of them. In the nurses
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view, demenned paciencs may become self aware ac any 

momenc. Therefore, when :he nurse calks co che pacienc, 

ic is wich che assumpcion chac che pacienc underscands 

everyching chac is being said.

The following cexc is an example from my field noces 

of chis form of dyadic inceraccicn becween a nurse and a 

pacienc wich demencia. This pacienc has incermiccenc 

momencs of conscious lucidness:

Cal and I encer che nursing home co visic Mary, and 

we go firsc Co read her medical record ac che nurses 

scacion, cencer carousal. He read chac she didn'c 

have a bowel movemenc in 4 days. We go co her room, 

and Cal says, "Hello Mary." She opens and closes her 

eyes and is siccing up dragging her hand across her 

blankec over her chesc. Her mouch is open. Cal 

says, "Do you remember Karl, Mary? Whac do you 

have Co say for yourself today... hummmmm?" Cal 

stands by her bed, fills out paperwork, takes her 

pulse on her wrist, looks at her feet and checks for 

a pulse at her feet. This checks for arterial 

circulation, venous circulation and edema swelling 

in her feet, Cal tells me. He checks her mouth by 

first asking her to open her mouth. He then asks
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her, "Hew aces your rummy feel? Are you hurting 

anywhere? No! I need rc check on the tube in 

you...she has a feeding tube placed in her stomach; 

Is your tummy hurting anywhere?" {he probes and 

pusnes on it). He uses his stethoscope to check her 

heart, lungs and stomach. "Let me roll your sleeve 

up... I want to see if you have any bruises on your 

arm" (rolls up sleeve' looks and studies Mary as she 

opens her mouth and moves her nightgown open at the 

bodice with her fingers and hand. Cal asks her,

"Are you 0. K.?" He watches her, and then says,

"I'm going to take your blood pressure" (Mary is 

moving both hands on her blanket now). Cal finishes 

and takes her pulse and writes it down. Calvin 

tells her that he is going to talk to the nursing

home staff to get her feeling better. He tells her

that we are leaving, says, "goodbye" and walks out 

of the room.

On the way out of the nursing home, Cal stops again 

at the nurse's station, pulls the patient's medical 

record, records some notes in, it and then puts it away. 

If a nurse is present, they may talk for a few minutes

about the patient, and then he leaves the nursing home.
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After leaving the nursing home, he either goes to see 

another patient or returns to the hospice office.

The Private Residence

When nurses visit patients at their home residence, 

this new environment creates different situations and 

contexts in which verbal communication can occur. When 

the nurse visits patients who are confined in a nursing 

home, the primary duty consists of being an advocate for 

that patient and making sure that the nursing home takes 

proper care of them. The nurse also cares for the 

patient's physical and mental well being as it relates t: 

their hospice care.

This changes when the nurse visits patients living 

at their home residence. Most of the patients I visited 

who were living at home were self aware and mentally 

capable of talking and interacting with another. They 

could get out of bed, walk around, and some could even 

care for themselves.

In this case, the nurse is still an advocate for 

these patients and cares for their medical needs and 

emotional well being. However, now there are other 

individuals in the setting who interact with, and care
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for, the patient along with the nurse. This creates 

additional interactional situations that the nurse must 

address.

All patients living at home and receiving hospice 

care are required to have a primary care giver. This 

primary care giver does not have to be medically trained 

or certified in any way. In most cases, the individual, 

or individuals, are members of the family (son, daughter, 

grandson, granddaughter, or some other relative), a close 

friend of the family, or someone hired for this purpose. 

The typical arrangement that I observed during my field 

investigation was that the primary care giver was the 

patient's spouse.

The home environment as a speech setting contrasts 

markedly with the nursing home. Not only does the nurse 

have to interact with individual patient, she or he must 

also interact with the primary care giver and quite often 

with other members of the family. This home bedside 

environment provides different settings in which talk 

occurs and provides different individuals with whom to 

interact.

There is a wide range of speech events dealing with 

death and dying which takes place in the patient's home
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“hat can be arranged into certain classes. Some classes 

of speech events I have Identified are teaching, 

listening, counseling, dying, informing and information 

seeking. While it is not exactly che case that classes 

of speech events within this range of speech events are 

defined exclusively by who is in attendance and what is 

being said, the context is an important variable that 

enters into the overall shape of these speech events.

The relationship between the context and the speech event 

was looked at by Sudnow in his 1967 ethnography of death 

titled Passing On. When investigating the dying- 

process, Sudnow found that the social context of death 

and dying in a hospital setting determined how the 

patient was treated and talked about. Sudnow states:

The notion of "dying" appears to be a distinctly 

social one, for its central relevance is provided 

for by the fact that it establishes a way of 

attending a person. Physicians and nurses don't 

treat "dying" but diseases and symptoms and 

happenings, yet they seem to have a special way of
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regarding and caring for persons once chey come co 

conceive of chem as "dying." Î1967, p.63-69}

These classes of speech events all have a theme, 

setting, or event in common. The hospice nurse teaches 

patient and care givers about death and dying in terms of 

Che hospice philosophy. Other classes of speech events 

involving the nurse are listening to the care giver and 

patient, counseling the care giver and family members, 

seeking information about che patient and the home 

setting, informing the primary health care giver and or 

family about the results of Che patient's examination.

The last class I call dying, where the hospice nurse has 

determined that the patient is actively dying- and chat 

death will in the next few days. All of these classes of 

speaking events involve extensive verbal interaction with 

and between the nurse, patient and the primary care giver 

and or family.

In many cases, the hospice nurse must act in the 

role of a teacher. The nurse teaches the patient and 

care giver what happens biologically to the human body 

during the end-of-life process. Quite often the field 

nurse has to instruct the primary care giver on the use 

of various types of medical equipment, such as an oxygen
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breanher, a succion machine or che hospital bed. In 

addition, the nurse may also have to teach the care giver 

how to perform some basic medical procedures such as 

putting in and taking out a Foley catheter, changing 

dressings for a wound, and how and when to administer che 

various pain medications required by the patient. The 

nurse also listens to and counsels che care giver, che 

spouse and the family, when necessary.

Patients know in advance the approximate time of che 

nurse's visit because of the phone call made to them 

earlier that morning. The nurse arrives at the residence 

and is greeted at the door, usually by the care giver. 

After greetings are exchanged, such as good morning or 

good afternoon, the nurse asks the care giver "How is 

everything going?" or some other request for information. 

Initially, the nurse and care giver may stand in the 

kitchen or living room and talk about the patient or any 

problems the care giver might have.

When the nurse greets the patient it is with a "good 

morning" or "good afternoon," followed by the question, 

"how are you feeling today?" If the patient answers, it 

is usually with a statement of how they are feeling such
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as, "I feel O.K.," "I feel a lizzie weak," or "I was able 

zo eat today."

The patient is usually in a chair sitting up or in 

bed laying down. If the patient requires a hospital bed, 

it is usually set up in the living room or the den. 

Because of its large size, a hospital bed often will not 

fit in the bedroom so ic is usually sec up in the living 

room or the den.

I went out with the male nurse, Cal, to visit a 

patient in his early 60's, dying of a brain tumor. When 

we arrived ac his house, we were greeted by the paid 

primary care giver, {not a member of the family) Judy.

She brought us straight into che living room where Mr. K 

was sitting in a recliner chair. He said something to us 

(in guttural sounds) that Cal could not make out. Cal 

went over to Mr. H and began examining him, and talking 

to him by asking, "How are you today? Do you want to 

change your position in the chair?" Cal spent a few 

minutes just looking at Mr. H, and then wrote down what 

he observed on the required form.

When he finished writing, he took Mr. H's blood 

pressure. As he did it, he told Mr. H what he is doing. 

He said, "How is your shoulder? I'm going to take your
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blood pressure using this arm." Cal then listened to Mr. 

H's heart and stomach and asked, "Is there any place in 

there where it hurts?" Mr. H tried to talk but did not 

make any sense. Cal asked him, "Are you O.K.? I'm 

trying to figure out what you are saying and how co 

respond to you." Mr. H responded with a nod of the head 

and possibly a change in facial expressions. After the 

examination, we step away from Mr. H and go with Judy to 

the kitchen where she wanted to talk with Cal. Cal told 

me he uses eye contact with Mr. H, so that Mr. H can know 

that Cal sees him "as someone who is still interactable 

with."

Mr. H's brother arrived and asked Cal about Mr. H's 

condition. Cal told him about his brother's present 

condition as related here:

His condition is still terminal, because of the 

brain tumor. His organs are strong, the heart, the 

blood pressure, the stomach, is all that of a normal 

person, but the brain tumor is the problem, and it 

will kill him. When death occurs, it will be 

sudden. We don't know when. Last night he was 

alert, talked clearly and was understandable. Today 

this isn't so. These ups and downs make it
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iifficulc CO predict anything. But the downs are 

becoming more common than the up periods, and this 

is not a good sign,

Judy saw us to the door, and Cal and I drove back to the

office for lunch. A few days after this visit, I heard

before an IDT meeting that Mr. H, was taken off of 

hospice service that day. I asked Cal the reason, and he 

said,

Mr. H's brother told this family member that I said 

Mr. H was going to die soon. That family member 

didn't want to hear the truth because he was in 

denial of Mr. H's disease and impending death. Cal 

went on to say that this family member tried to get

Mr. H removed from hospice once before. Cal said

that he believed the family member wanted Mr. H 

removed from hospice service this time because he 

was frightened by the blunt words Cal used the day 

before in describing Mr. H's condition to his 

brother. Hospice has a stigma associated with it, 

that of death. In the family members' mind, hospice 

brings death, and if hospice isn't there, then the 

patient won't die regardless of the patient's 

physical condition. Denial or not, Cal told me,
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"Mr. H will die soon, probably in cne next: 2 or ; 

days."

Mr. H in fact died that very evening of complications 

arisina from his brain tumor.

Teaching the patient and the family how co sceak about 

dying and how to view it.

One of the many functions of the hospice nurse is to 

teach and counsel the patient and family about death and 

the dying process (See Appendix Z & F). The hospice 

philosophy does not hold death as something to be denied 

or not spoken openly about (See Appendix G ) . A great 

deal of the teaching and counseling done by the hospice 

nurse is directed toward getting the patient and family 

to accept death and to look at death as a natural part of 

the living process. Many of the nurses told me that they 

look at death as a birthing process and consider 

themselves as midwives.

Counseling and teaching patients and their families 

about dying is as much about listening and paying 

attention to their behaviors as it is talking directly to 

them. I went with one of the nurses, Lynda, and a
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scudenn nurse assigned co her by Che name of Susan. We 

wenc CO visic an elderly man in his 80's, dying of 

melanoma cancer chac has mecascasiced into his liver. On 

Che way Co che house of Mr. J, Lynda gave me some 

background on Che pacienc. She cold me chac when she 

visiCs him and his wife, she does noc do much medical 

work cue works wich chem emocicnally and psychologically. 

Mr. J's wife is very afraid of her husband dying and is 

wichholding his pain medicaclon because of ic. She cells 

me :

Her refusal co give her husband his pain medicacion 

is a sympcom of her Mrs J's denial chaC her husband 

of 65 years has cerminal cancer and is in pain. The 

women scill will noC even mencion che word,

'cancer.' When I cold her chac che cancer will move 

from where ic is, she changed Che subject 

immediacely. I cold her chat the pain will increase 

over time, and the pain medication will be necessary 

to keep him comfortable. I try to get the patienc 

to accept what they have by being able to face Che 

realicy of their disease. They will die anyway if 

they really accept it or not.
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Lynda cold me chac she informed che social worker who 

will counsel Mrs. J and cry co gee her co accepc her 

husband's disease and deach.

When we arrived ac che house, Mrs. J greeced us ac 

Che door and was e.xCremely nervous and calkacive. She 

said chac Mr. J was having crouble urinacing and requires 

assiscance. Lynda wenC inco Mr. J's bedroom and puc in a 

Foley Cachecer. Susan and I stayed in che living room, 

calked and listened to Mrs. J. When Lynda came out of 

the bedroom, she talked to Mrs. J and taught her about 

the biological process of dying. Lynda tells Mrs. J 

chat, "there was a lot of stuff in it," referring co a 

article she gave Mrs. J titled, "As deach draws near," 

(Appendix F). It tells and describes the physical 

changes che body goes through as death occurs. As Lynda 

talked, Mrs. J listened some, but mostly she kept 

interrupting Lynda and talked about Mr. J, his urination 

problem and her adult children.

Lynda went back inco che bedroom and checked on Mr. 

J. When she returned, she talked to Mrs. J and showed 

her how to care for Mr. J with a Foley Catheter 

installed, as well as how to use the bed pan and the 

hospital bed. We said "goodbye" and left. On the way co
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che car, Susan asked Lynda if Mr. J is actively dying.

She responded, "He will die when he wants to; he will 

push it to the limit...he could last for a month. This 

is due to his wife and his concern for her."

In the patient-nurse interaction, listening as well 

as talking plays an important part in the understanding 

of this setting. Various styles of talk are used by Cal 

and Lynda in both situations to understand the needs of 

the patient. For the nurses, there are general rules 

used in speaking which enable them to diagnose and 

evaluate patients even if the patients are unable to 

verbally communicate. In these speech settings, there is 

more going on than the use of abstract isolated sentences 

and phrases. In these sociolinguistic interactions, the 

participants, and the rules used to govern their 

speaking, are illustrated as being important aspects in 

the nurse, patient-family relationship.

Conclusion

This chapter is an ethnography of communication and 

is concerned with describing communication behavior in 

the context of the society in which it is part. In the 

two situations examined, the IDT meeting and the
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patient's bedside environment, different situations for 

verbal communication are discussed. Both these two 

speech settings involve verbal interaction between the 

speakers, the nurse and or MC Hospice staff, the patient, 

and the primary care giver. These verbal interactions 

identified as speech events, are locally defined and have 

structure that delineates them from other speaking events 

in the community (Philipsen, 1994).

The speech event of the IDT meeting tends to be 

formal in its internal structure because it is guided by 

convention and a written formiat. IDT meetings in my 

experience are always held on the same day of the week, 

at the same time, and in the same place. The reason for 

the weekly meetings is usually the same: to provide 

accurate, concise exchange of medical information of a 

patient between various different members of the NC 

Hospice health care team.

The speech event of the Patient's Bedside 

Environment is different than that of the IDT meeting, in 

that it takes place at the patient's place of residence, 

and tends to be more informal in structure because it is 

guided by the ad hoc needs of the patient, primary care 

giver and of the situation. The purpose of the patient's
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home visination is for hands on physical pacienc 

palliacive care. However, in che words of one of my 

nurse informancs, "I do very liccie physical nursing when 

I visic paCienCs ac home. Moscly what I do is Ceaoh and 

counsel chem." The ceaching Che nurses do during these 

home visitations are directed towards instructing che 

patient and che family how co speak about dying and how 

to view ic.
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CHAPTER 6

Summary and Conclusions of the Research

This empirical study into human verbal ccmmunicat:ion 

is intended only as an exploration inco one 

sociolinguistic funooicn of speech as io applies oc MC 

Hospice. In addioion, this research, a participant- 

observation based case study, attempcs oo discover 

linguistic phenomena thac are embedded in one fabric of 

ohe social structure. It uses an interpretive approach 

which has a heuristic value; however, io does noo seek oc 

oest or analyte hypotheses nor does io atoempt oc 

quantify its findings.

What this study does do, is to use the contextual 

description of ethnographic data and extract a cultural 

and sociolinguistic meaning. It is in this way that I 

took a description of everyday life at NC Hospice and 

showed how the talk used by its members helped in 

organizing their sociolinguistic environment.

The initial description or ethnography, as desoribed 

in chapter 4, gives a general explanation of the sooial 

and oultural oontexts particular to those members of NC
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Hospice. Ir is this initiai description of the community 

which provides the background necessary to further 

investigate how members within that community communicate 

with each other. This socioiinguistic description, or 

ethnography of speaking, is concerned with various speech 

situations and speech events.

The focus of this study has been to describe the 

contexts in which the hospice staff, the field nurses and 

terminally ill patients verbally interact. The 

particular questions asked by this research include:

1. How does verbal and nonverbal communication 

operate in the hospice nurse, patient, and primary 

care giver/family relationship?

2. How is the terminally ill patient and their 

dying process discussed among the various hospice 

staff?

3. What are some of the settings used in 

talking about death and dying?

Patienc, nurse, and primary care giver interactions 

were observed during nurse visitations and were recorded 

either on audio tape or in a notebook. Interviews that 

were conducted with the social worker, chaplain, program 

director, patient care co-ordinator, volunteer co-
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ordinator, nurses, recepcicnisn and medical records clerk 

provided additional information and perspective. Of the 

seven field nurses, I interviewed four and traveled 

extensively visitino oatients with three.

It became clear as data analysis and syntheses 

progressed, that death is talked about in different ways, 

in different settings. Not only was the setting 

important to communication, but sc was the function of 

the talk. Nurses tended to talk to and about their 

patients differently depending on where they were, and 

what they wanted to achieve.

For the overall hospice staff, calk is a valued 

commodity because it provides information necessary for 

the patient to remain relatively pain free and to 

participate in critical decisions about his or her 

terminal illness. According to Philipsen, "the place of 

speech in communication and social life is the discovery 

of where and when speech is used, and for what ends it is 

sanctioned" (1975, p. 22).
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Implications of Two Communication Evencs

The first setting, the IDT meeting, is designed to 

assess the overall needs of the patient. The verbal 

interaction that takes place relates directly to the care 

prescription that patients will receive. There are two 

identifiable styles of speaking used during this meeting: 

formal and informal. The formal speaking style takes the 

form of reading questions and answers concerning the 

patients' physical, emotional and social well being, from 

a standard form that has already have been filled out.

The language and wording used is very precise, and it 

consists of medical and psycho-social terminology. The 

style is standardized which allows little room for 

misunderstanding or ambiguity which in turn means 

accurate medical and psycho-social assessment, thus 

better patient care. Responses to these questions 

normally came from the doctor or the nurses, social 

worker or the chaplain.

The informal speaking style used during the IDT 

takes the form of unsolicited questions, answers, 

comments, or suggestions. Anyone attending the meeting 

could participate in this informal information gathering 

by telling what they know about the situation.
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In sum, rhe communication styie use in the ICT is
designed so that professionally trained hospice 

interact and understand each other on the same level

using the same technical and medical language. The

informal style of communication enables those personnel 

who have knowledge about the patient to contribute what 

they know, using a communication style they feel 

comfortable with. The end concern is better patient 

assessment resulting in better patient care.

The second setting, the patient's bedside 

environment, is connected directly to the style of care 

given and the physical action of performing the care by 

the nurse. The focus of the nurse in this setting is on

the patient and their verbal interaction. The style of

talk they use with their patients reflects an information 

gathering and exchange strategy. The nurse talks to the 

patient seeking information from him or her about 

physical status, and the patient responds verbally if 

physically able. If the care giver is present, he or she 

answers questions and provides information to the nurse 

either when asked or volunteers it.

This setting, the patient's bedside environment can 

be further divided into two separate settings. The
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nursi.ag heme environment:, and che pacienc's residenciai 

heme. Each of chese seccinas have cheir own 

characCeristics and efcen requires a differenc 

ccmmunicacion style when dealing wich cheir paciencs.

In Che nursing heme, che hospice nurse uses a style 

of verbal communication that is primarily one sided. The 

nurse dees che calking, and che patients seldom answer. 

This is because most hospice patients chat reside in 

nursing homes have medical conditions that render chem 

wich severe dementia and unable co respond co outside 

stimuli. In chese situations, che nurse constantly talks 

co che patient asking questions and informing che patienc 

of what the nurse is doing to chem as the nurse 

physically examines them. If che patient responds 

verbally at all, it is usually not understandable.

At the home residence, the style of talk used 

between che patient, nurse and che care giver is an 

interactive style. This allows for questions, answers 

and feedback. The nurse still questions and talks to the 

patienc as he or she is physically examining him or her. 

However, the nurse must now also deal with the care giver 

and any family members that are in the house.
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'When calking to che care giver, che nurse uses 

various verbal styles depending on che cype of 

information that he or she is crying to provide them or 

solicit from them. Quite often the primary care giver is 

net medically trained and may need co be caught certain 

medical procedures and treatments. If che care giver is

che patient's spouse, or if additional members of che

family are present and the assessment of the patient is 

not good, then the nurse might have to act as a counselor

and teacher to the family.

In summary, the nurse uses different speaking styies 

depending on the situations faced, Chese situations are 

embedded in the contest of che setting. The 

communication used by hospice nurses in these speech 

events are rule-governed: They have a pattern and are 

systematic in che sociolinguistic fiber of the event.

Additional Observations

There began to emerge from my research data of NC 

Hospice, che beginnings of a "code," or a way of 
behavior, used by the nurses and other hospice staff.

It is a code that pertains to the individual, the
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society, and to the talk used (Durant!, 1988; Philipsen, 

1972, 1975, 1990; Hynes, 1962, 1974).

In the study of ethnography of speaking, there 

exists a relationship between communication practices and 

the culture in which it is practiced (Carbaugh, 1995, 

1990: Philipsen, 1992). The code specifies patterns of 

meaning and understanding of verbal communication as it 

is spoken by the sociolinguistic community (Carbaugh,

1990). In looking at the relationship between language 

and culture. Durant!, in a 1988 article stated that 

"language use must be interpreted as the use of _he 

linguistic code(s) in the conduct of social life." It is 

through the understanding of sociocultural code use that 

researchers can begin to see how a social system can be 

related to a way of speaking (Carbaugh, 1990; Durant!, 

1993).

At NC Hospice, the code is embedded in the talk and 

acts as an organizing set of rules for this 

sociolinguistic setting (Hymes, 1974; Philipsen, 1990). 

New nurse employees at NC Hospice learn appropriate 

hospice behavior through required new employee 

orientation, on-the-job training and work place 

socialization. What these new hospice nurses learn is to
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do a different style of meaicir.e when treating terminal 

patients. The goal of traditional modern medicine is to 

cure the patient by aggressively treating the disease any 

way possible (Stoddard, 1991). However, the aim of 

hospice is to treat the symptoms of the disease 

addressing the patient's pain's or discomfort in 

possible (Smith, 1983; Stoddard, 1991}. This shift in 

the focus of patient treatment from curative to 

palliative care, reflects a cultural and philosophical 

change for the health care professional.

The field nurses I interviewed told me that they 

came to work for hospice, because they wanted to have 

more say about the medical decisions of their patients 

and they wanted to nurse and care for patients in a way 

that was not open to them in their previous employment 

(usually a local hospital). They also were attracted by 

the tenets of the hospice philosophy in caring for the 

caring of terminally ill patients.

This philosophy or code of behavior that is part of 

the hospice culture is learned by the nurses and staff, 

then instilled in patients, in the patient's family and 

the patient's primary care giver through contact by the 

NC Hospice staff. The foundation of this code seems to
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be idencified wich che Philosophy of che Nacional Hospice 

Organization, as staced in che firsc chapcer of this 

dissertation. Some key excerpts are:

[our aim is to] provide support , 

in che final phase of a cerminal disease ...[so, 

that patients] can live as fully and comfortably as 

possible... [We cope with] dying as a normal process 

[providing] personalized services and caring 

community. (The Basics, 1985;

This philosophy provides a frame for specific 

language use, and gives meaning to how chat language is 

used in the daily life of the MC Hospice community. 

Knowledge of the MC Hospice code is learned by most 

patients, their families and care givers, primarily 

through contact and socialization with the hospice field 

nurse and hospice staff. Patients and their family are 

initially introduced to the code at the intake interview 

when the following topics are discussed: a DNR (do not 

resuscitate order), a living will, last will and 

testament if they do not already have one, suggestions on 

making funeral arraignments and how to apply for 

Medicare payments to cover the cost of hospice. They are
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also informed of whac hospice will provide co chem as 

services.

During field nurse visicacicn, che code is furcher 

caught to patients by the matter-of-fact language use anc 

the word choice of the hospice nurse. Euphemisms for che 

patient's disease and for death and dying are not used 

when talking to the patient, care giver or family. 

Instead, words and phrases which directly address the 

patient's condition such as cancer, terminal, death is 

enviable, death is a part of life, and this disease will 

kill, are used as appropriate by the hospice nurse when 

calking co che patient, their care giver and family. It 

is in this way thac the code of MC Hospice, talking about 

death, uses specific language in which to manage social 

1 i. zzs.

The emphasis of the National Hospice Organization 

philosophical statement is on the patient and the 

normalization of the patient's life. This is also what 

my research has shown. That the nurses and staff use 

differing communication styles to achieve quality care 

for their patient and to normalize his or her life.

However, at this point in my research I do not want 

to state that there definitely is a code, just that there

17 6



are strcng indications thac there ^ay be one. The caca I 

have collected certainly seems to indicate strongly thac 

there could be one emerging out of this social setting. 

This would certainly indicate the need for further 

research in this direction in the future.

Recommendations for Future Research

Deach and dying is certainly not the most uplifting 

subject to study. Our western society is orientated 

toward the future, and living life to the fullest. It is 

not focused on dying and the end of life. While research 

on death and dying is noc uplifting, it certainly is 

rewarding, extremely interesting and very necessary. 

Mankind has been intrigued with this subject from their 

beginning. If we ignore it, it will not go away.

Tec, for all the interest we have in the subject of 

death, there is limited research on it outside the fields 

of religion, philosophy, medicine, and thanatology.

These fields have studied the subject from the physical, 

biological, religious and philosophical point of view. 

None have viewed it from the perspective of how 

individuals actually talk about death and dying. The 

words that are used, the physical expressions, the
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contexts and situations tnat occur tor tne receiver anc 

the sender.

This study has just begun to open the door for the 

understanding of this phenomenon. There are several 

possible directions I would recommend for future 

research. First, I would repeat this study for a longer 

period of time and with more emphasis on communication 

from the patient's point of view. Seconc, would be to 

study other speech events occurring in the hospice 

sociolinguistic environment. Third, ethnographically 

study an institutional hospice where patients physically 

go to reside and contrast it with a community hospice 

where home service is provided. The fourth direction 

would be to look at how the hospice code is learned and 

aoculturated by newly hired nurses.

As medicine lengthens the human life span, our

society loses contact with the reality of death. As it

is now, more people die in nursing homes and hospitals 

than at home. Culturally we do not experience nor do we 

want to experience dying and death. In American culture 

we isolate ourselves from death and the dying experience. 

We just see the results of death, usually on television

or in a funeral home.

17 8



This scudy on ohe communication of deaoh and cohers 

like io will become more significanc as che largest 

percentage of the peculation, "the baby boomer 

generation" becomes older and begins to experience death 

for themselves. The issues of death and dying are vital 

to ail because it affects us all. 1 want to end this 

study with an excerpt from the philosopher, Seneca who 

was one of ancient Rome's greatest first century 

thinkers. He taught concerning death, that:

we must not fear death. The true philosopher is 

especially too dignified to be intimidated by such 

extinction, and philosophical contemplation will 

easily liberate him from similar concerns. More 

specifically, the best solution to this problem is 

to think of death constantly, stressing the fact 

chat we are part of nature and, therefore, must 

accept our destiny. (Cited in Sardis, 1981, p. 34;
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ENDNOTES

1. No actual names are used here or elsewhere in this 

document to identify individual patients, nurses cr 

other people connected wizh zhis study.

2. Sudnow uses "dying" to refer to a social status that 

allows the hospital staff to act in certain ways 

resulting in a particular hind of treatment toward 

the dying patient. Refer to Sudnow's Passino On, 

chapter 4 for an in depth description of the ways i: 

which the dying are treated.

3. Organization, corporations, or businesses can eithe: 

identified by the State Tax Commission as having 

either, non-profit or for profit status.

4. Refer to endnote 3.

5. According to Stephenson (1985), "Sudnow presents us 

with the stark reality; dying is affected by the 

social context in which it occurs" (p.56).

6. As outlined in Aooendix H.
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APPENDIX A

Hospi.ce Philosophy*
Hospice is a special ministry of care and love which 

affirms the closing of one's life with dignity and 

integrity. In the face of terminal illness, when there 

is nothing more that can ce done to cure the disease, 

there is still much that can and needs to be done for the 

patient and family according to the hospice philosophy. 

Hospice is a specialized health care program emphasizing 

the management of pain and other symptoms associated the 

terminal illness and providing care for the family as 

well as the patient. Hospice services are designed 

especially to help terminally ill patients and families 

face the physical, emotional, social, financial, and 

spiritual aspects of their lives, and the patient's 

death, together in an atmosphere of support and 

acceptance. The patient is helped to take care of 

unfinished business, and to bring life to a close with a 

sense of completion. He/she is helped to "return to 

life." Hospice recognizes dying as a normal process and
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neirher nastens ncr postpones deatn.

Hospice care is available to all persons without 

regard to diagnosis, race, age, sex, religion, national 

origin, handicap, sexual preference, marital status or 

ability to pay. Through the use of a highly trained team 

of hospice professionals the terminally ill are provided 

meaningful close to their lives, and their loved ones are 

supported in the grief process as they adjust to their 

2^55

To this end, the hcspice bring

6. Copied from HC Hospice employee handbook, dated 1995
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APPENDIX B

History of Hospice
In looking at the history of hospice, we need first 

to look at ancient Greece around 400 B.C. .A. town named 

Epidaurus was known for its medical facilities and 

patient care system resembling a holistic approach to 

medicine (Stoddard, 1991). This was a place of healing 

using medical herbs, exercise, mud baths, and theater.

The physicians used treatments such as hypnotherapy, 

behavior modification, and interpretive dream therapy.

The patients being healed were the rich and powerful of 

the day. This facility was for the treatment of sick 

persons and not for the dying. Terminally ill patients 

were turned away (Stoddard, 1991).

The next patient care system comes from Rome around 

300 B.C. The system was designed to care for three 

valuable population groups of the Roman Empire: soldiers 

(needed for conquest), gladiators used for 

entertainment), and slaves (expensive and needed in 

building the empire) (Siebold,1992 & Stoddard, 1991).

This system called valetudinaria, consisted of a group of 

wooded barracks set in a square with doctors and
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attendants taking care of their patient. In these 

facilities, patients had no control over their care or 

treatment. They were treated and released to return to 

their duties as soon as possible (Stoddard, 1991).

It was religion, Christianity and later Islam, who 

saw the care of the infirm and dying as their sacred 

duty. Their motivation to treat the sick was not only 

for altruistic reasons, but they believed that by helping 

others, their own soul would be saved. In 325 A.D. at 

the council of Micea, church doctrine was established to 

provide a hospice in every city with a cathedral.

Moslems also built hospices throughout the Islamic 

wcrid. Their medical treatment was obtained from 

ancient Greek source documents. The Moslems, in addition 

to maintaining Greek medical knowledge and literature, 

advanced medical wisdom by introducing scientific 

principals of medicine to Western culture during the 

Renaissance period (Siebold, 1992, p.16).

It was after the fall of the Roman Empire in 395 

A.D. that the Middle Ages, or Dark Ages began. Most 

people associate this period with cultural stagnation.

In reality this was a period in which hospice flourished 

and spread throughout Europe. By the time the Crusades
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began in zhe 11th century, there were an estimated 7 50 

hospices located in cities, wilderness area, monastic 

hermitages, mountain passes and river crossings. They 

were places of welcome to weary travelers, crusaders and 

pilgrims on their way to religious holy shrines. These 

hospice facilities were open to orphans, lepers, pregnant 

women in labor and the sick and dying. The purpose of 

these hospices was to provide hospitaiity, protection, 

fellowship, and love but not necessarily to cure illness 

(Siebold, 1992 & Stoddard 1991).

During the 11th century, an organized system of 

hospices and hospitals were established by the 

Hospitaller Knights throughout Europe and Syria. The 

Order of St. John of Jerusalem established on the island 

of Rhodes and Malta a large hospice for the care of the 

sick and wounded pilgrims coming from and to the Crusades 

(Siebold, 1992 & Stoddard, 1991). These hospices were 

not only for the care of men; the Saint Mary Magdalene 

Hospice was established for the care of women (Siebold, 

1992).

An example of the care and comfort given at hospices 

to travelers, the sick and dying across Europe and the
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Holy Lands was characterized by Stoddard in describing 

the, "famous hospice-hospitai" in Rhodes:

In the great haii here, 'Cur Lords the Sick' were 

received. They were gently washed and carried to 

their beds, each with its own curtain around it, and 

there they were served by the noble knights 

themselves, who brought them...none but the best and 

most delicate of foods and drinks...The wisest of 

physicians visited them daily, diagnosing and 

prescribing for their ills...the director of the 

hospital himself was ordered twice each day to speak 

to each and every patient, giving comfort and 

encouragement...at the hospital at Rhodes,...'for 

the first time, patients with incurable diseases 

were separated from all others.' And where were 

they put? In a group of eleven small rooms 

clustered around the second-story balcony, which 

were also reserved for pilgrims and travelers... The 

little rooms are quiet and airy, golden-hued. 

(Stoddard 1991, p. 34-35)

The medical treatment provided at hospices up 

through the Crusades was provided by priests, nuns and 

religious care givers. These care givers did what they
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couid using the medical knowledge of the day. This 

medical knowledge was primarily based on contemporary 

superstition as well as religious dogma (Siebold, 1992. 

However well meaning these techniques were, they did 

little to quell the epidemics of the day. Bubonic 

plague, leprosy, smallpox and other diseases were 

sweeping Europe and the Mediterranean during the 5th 

through the 13th century. These epidemics killed from 

one-third to one-fourth of the population of Europe 

(Stoddard, 1991).

The church of the middle ages, in spite its their

good intentions to build hospices, was actually

responsible for holding back scientific progress in 

medicine. The teaching of the church regarding medical 

practices were based in the belief of helping others, 

doing good words and saving souls (Siebold, 1992). Its 

approach was more metaphysical than scientific. In fact, 

in 1163, a church edict was issued which, "forbade any 

surgery that caused blood to be shed. The body was the 

sacred repository of the soul, and any surgery was a

desecration" (Bronowski, 1973 as cited by Siebold, 1992,

p. IV) .
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The Renaissance period 1300-1600 A.D. was an age cf 

renewed learning, limired scientific and rebirth of art 

and literature. It was also during this time 152S that 

Henry VIII shut down the monasteries, confiscated their 

lands, property and dispersed this former church property 

and wealth to his political supporters. There were no 

provision made to care for those sick and dying 

individuals cared for in these monasteries and the 

hospices they had provided. In 1550, Henry VIII wrote a 

statute declaring that the poor and sick were to be 

whipped, beaten chained and branded (Stoddard, 1991 p.36, 

75). It was during this time that the hospice of the 

Middle Ages began to disappear from England. The plight 

of the poor and dying individual changed from being seen 

as spiritual, redemptive and closer along their journey 

to God, to that of being a degenerate and a outcast of 

society (Siebold, 1992 & Stoddard, 1991;.

It was during the Religious Reformation that medical 

care shifted from the dominance of the church to that of 

secular scientists. Scientific investigation, 

experimental study and discovery were encouraged and 

flourished. While diseases continued to remain 

incurable, contemporary scientists studied human
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physiology, establish theories and looked at diseases in 

terms of physiological and pathological constructs 

(Siebold, 1992).

Industrialization and the Industrial Revolution 

played a part in the resurgence of hospital and health 

care for the masses. People migrating from rural areas 

were coming into the cities for employment at the 

factories. They soon became ill with typhoid, 

tuberculosis and other diseases associated with crowded 

cities and unsanitary conditions. These people were away 

from their families and the support these families 

provided for them when they were sick. Since the 

extended family wasn't available to take care of them, 

they turned to the existing hospitals for help. The 

purpose of these hospitals was to heal the individual and 

send them back to work (Siebold, 1992).

People with contagious diseases, or was dying or, 

orphaned were housed separately in almshouses and 

workhouses usually under the most miserable of 

conditions. These institutions were limited in number, 

usually overcrowded and had very limited services. Often 

people were just as likely to end up on their own in the 

street. Charles Dickens wrote about and described the
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poor conditions in these places in his bocks, Oliver 

Twist and Our Mutual Friend.

During the 1900's, hospitals became places or 

teaching and research. Diseases were being treated from 

the perspective of a biomedical model using newly 

discovered fundamental scientific principals. Some 

terminally ill patients lucky enough to be sponsored by 

wealthy patrons interested in medical science were 

promised medical care and a proper burial in exchange for 

being the sucjeczs for scientific researc.h (Stoddard, 

1991).

There were those individuals who for altruistic or 

religious reasons and in spite of societal norms, 

continued to treat the sick and dying. They were usually 

religious and members of Protestant Guilds such as the 

Quakers or the Catholic orders cf Augustinians, 

Bennedictines and the Franciscans. In 1600, St. Vincent 

de Paul a former slave and French priest established the 

Daughters of Charity who started hospices in Europe and 

America. In the 1700's, a similar movement was 

established in Prussia by Baron Von Stein (Stoddard,

1991) .
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Il was Sister Mary Aikenhead a member of the Irish 

Sisters of Charity and co-worker of Florence Nightingale 

who was familiar with St. Vincent de Paul hospices in 

France. She revitalized the hospice concept by 

establishing. Our Lady's Hospice in Dublin Ireland, in 

1379. It was the first religious facility designed to 

give palliative care for the dying poor (Siebold, 1992;. 

Sister Mary Aikenhead's view of hospice spread and lead 

to the establishment of hospices in England, France, 

Australia, and the United States.

In 1906, the English Sisters of Charity founded St. 

Joseph's hospice in England. It was in this hospice in 

194 6 that Dr. Saunders the founder of the contemporary 

hospice movement first took a position as medical office: 

fSiebcld, 1992:.

Hospice in America
American in the 1600, 1700 and 1800's developed 

socially and medically much along the same line as 

Europe. There were workhouses and almshouses, and in 

many towns, they were usually the only medical care 

available. Hospice organizations were created in the 

late 19th century primarily for cancer patients who were
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unwelcome or neglecoed in rhese workhouses or almshouses 

{Siebold, 1992). Early hospices were viewed negaoively 

by Che public and were commonly called, "Death Houses." 

These American hospices developed because contemporary 

hospitals were unable or unwilling to care for terminally 

ill patients. Like the European tradition of hospice, 

American hospice facilities followed the tradition of 

being created by groups of religious conscious 

individuals (Siebold, 1992).

In the late 1390's. The Dominican Sisters of 

Hawthorne, established by Nathaniel Hawthorne's daughter 

Rose Hawthorne, founded Saint Rose's Hospice in lower 

Manhattan. It was based on the European model of an 

inpatient facility for treating terminally ill patients. 

The Dominican Sisters of Hawthorne went on to build sin 

other hospice's in New York, Denver, Philadelphia, and 

St. Paul. These facilities emphasized palliative care 

and spiritual comfort during the patient's remaining days 

of life.

The help these first American hospices provided is 

similar in focus to the hospice philosophy fostered over 

50 years later in the 1970's. Both wanted to provide 

help for terminally ill cancer patients in providing an
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alternacive method of care. A point where the old and 

new hospice philosophy differed is on involvement of the 

family. The contemporary hospice position included the 

family as part of the total care package. The Dominican 

Sisters of Hawthorne limited family involvement and 

visitation because they believed that the family had 

suffered enough. They believed that once a patient was 

admitted to their hospice, the care of the patient should 

be given over totally to the Sisters. They would do what 

would be best for the patient and the family.

The modern hospice movement did not necessarily 

develop cut of these older programs. It emerged due to 

inadequate care terminally ill patients were receiving in 

hospitals and nursing homes. Professional and lay-health 

care providers observed that hospitals and nursing homes 

were not prepared to treat dying patients. According to 

Mass (1979), terminally ill patients were often 

"transferred back and forth between the hospital and the 

nursing home because 'this patient doesn't belong here'". 

The reality was that neither institution had the time, 

space, or training to deal specifically with terminally 

ill patients.
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Some medical professionals in che 50's and 60's 

began to speak out against the treatment and the neglect 

the terminally ill were receiving. Dr. Cicely Saunders 

in England and Dr. Kubler-Eoss in the United States spoke 

out against the existing health care practices that 

dehumanized or ignored the dying person. They both 

wanted reform and wanted to change the way terminally 

illness was addressed by the medical community.
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25076M
07/2L95
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OSMAN
051414 (81)

Prostate CA 
Dr.
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!

07/2695 1 

1

25075M 
07/I&95 
1 N'ormaa

HELEN 
020813 (72)

Lung & 
Colon CA 
Dr.

q- 08/0295
!1 Debie

1
11 25074M 
07/1*95 
I Lextn$ton

DELPHIS 
1007,95 (80)

Lung CA 
Dr.

q: 08/0295 Tert .A

! 25073M 
I 07.13,95 
1 Washington

HUGH 
1205/00 (94)

A plastic
anemia
Dr.

q: 061295 Teri .A

i

2507LM
07/10/95
Washington
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0317,09 (861 

■
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Lvmphoma
Dr..

07/2695 
Died 08/0295
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:

25069M
07,03/95
Norman
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Dr.
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I
!

250681
06,27,95
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, ROBERT 
101711 (63)

Gleobiasioma
Dr.

q: 07/2695 Cixvm/PC 1

25065M
0616/95
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.GENE 
06,1111 (84)

Lung CA 
Dr.

q2 07/2695 
Died 07/23/95

Teresa

1

25064 I 
0613,95 
Norman

WYNOMA 
021515 (83)
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Dr.

q2 07/2695 Lynn C  |

25059M
06Æ5/95
Norman
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041111 (84)
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Dr.
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M.R. »:___
P.C.G.:__

DATE:____

Appendix 0

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM PLAN OF CARE
PAGE ! or

ZZ L 'p d a ic

I. FREQUE.NCV O r 
REVIEW ntitx 01

=. OtAGNOSIS

: 3. VITAL SIGNS 
;B /P : ------------------
iPULSE:_________
!r E S P .:__________

4. SU PPLIES i  EQUIPM ENT:

5. MEDICATIONS:

! PROBLEMS INTERVENTIONS
6 . PAIN SCALE: 1 2  3 4 5 5- WORST 

GOALS
P a tie n t -yiL e x p re s s  re lie f  o f  p a ir , on  se v e n ty  
level •anthin 4 8  h o u r s ,  a n d  c o n tro l  w ith in  2 
w eeks.

“ M onilor levels of p a in  a n d  d o c a m e n l.
~TILraie m ed ication  a n d  d o sag e  PR N  a cc o rd in g  to MD in s u u c tio a s .  
12In s tru c t p t/fa m ily  on  ro u te , d osage , a n d  m ed ic a tio n  sid e  effec.n. 
“ M onitor e ffec tiveness o f  m ed ica tio n  a n d  in te rv e n u o n s .
O ther:

7 .  N U T R IT IO N  /  H Y D R A T IO N  
S cale : 1 2  3 4 5

COALS
: P a tie n t will a c h ie v e  o p tim a l n u tn t io n a l  
i s ta tu s  acco rd in g ; to l im its  o f d is e a s e  
: p ro cess .

Z  In s tru c t p t/fa m ily  on:
Z  High p ro te in . High CHO d ie  tar." su p p le m e n t.
Z  B enefits o f  sm all f re q u e n t  feedings.
Z  Diet a n d  any  re s tr ic tio n s  a n d  how to feed p a tie n t. 
O ther:

' 8 . N A U SE A  & V O M IT IN G
S cale: 1 2  3 4 5

Z  M onitor frequency  a n d  c a u sa tiv e  fa c to rs .
Z  M edicate a s  o rd e red  a n d  ev a lu a te  e ffec tiv en ess.
Z I n s t r u c t  p a tie n t/fa m ily  on  d ie ta ry  a n d  m ed ica tio n  regune. 
O ther:

iGOALS
< P a tie n t will e x p re s s  d e c r e a s e  of n a u s e a  an d  
; vomlUng w ith in  48 h o u r s . ]

I 9 . R E S P IR A T O R Y  C O M P R O M IS E
J  Scale ; 1 2  3  4 5
[1

GOALS
' P a tie n t will b e  free  o f  re s p i r a to ry  d is t r e s s  
a n d  in fe c tio n .

2Î A ssess re sp ira to ry  r a te ,  p a tte rn ,  se c re tio n s  a n d  lu n g  so u n d s .
; Z  O bserve for re sp ira to ry  d is t re s s /c o n g e s t io n .
Z  Elevate head  of bed.

: Z  M edicate a s  o rd e red .
! i—  0 2  a s  o rd e red  a n d  in s t r u c t  p t/fa ra ily  in 0 2  u se  a n d  sa fe ty  m ea su re s .

-----  L /m in  Z  C o n tin u o u s  v ia -------------
Z  In s tru c t on  re la x a t io n /e n e rg y  c o n se rv a tio n  te c h n iq u e s .
O th e r

.10. A L T E R A T IO N  IN B O W E L  
' PA TT E R N  S c a le : 1 2 3 4 5

■GOALS

Z  C heck for im p ac tio n , d is im p a c t PRN.
Z  M e d ic a te /tre a t a s  o rd e re d  a n d  e v a lu a te .
Z  In s tru c t p t/fa m ily  in effective  bowel re g im e n /o s to m y  care .
Z  In s tru c t on  d ie t, m e d ic a tio n s , t r e a tm e n ts  a n d  c a re  n e ed ed  lo 
m ain ta in  re g u la r e lim in a tio n .

Other;
; P a lie n l h a v e  BM a t  l e a s t  ev e ry  2 -3  Cays.



INTERDISCIPUNARY TEAM PLAN OF CARE
PT. NAME:------------------------------------  DATE:----

PAGE 2 OF 3
PROBLEMS INTERVENTIONS

I I . ALTERATION IN BLADDER 
EUMINATION PROCESS

S c a le : 1 2 3 4  5

COALS

P a tie n t  « i n  m a in ta in  a d e q u a te  u r in e  
o u tp u t  « lü i in  d is e a s e  o u tp u t  lim ita tio n s .

j C  A sse ss  p a tte rn s , a m o u n t, a n d  frq u en cy  of u n n a lio n . 
j 2  Keep sk in  c le an  a n d  dry .
I G  C ondom  c a th  PRN a n d  foley c a re  
I G In s t ru c t  p t/fa m ily  In:I  G  Peri c are
! ~ H o w  to  irrig a te  foley
i G  How to  em p ty  foley bag
[ G  Keep sk in  d ry .
i O ther:

12. IMPAIRED PHYSICAL
MOBILITY S c a le : 1 2  3  4 5

GOALS
' P a t ie n t  « i l l  m a in ta in  o p t im u m  level o f 

(u o c tlo n in g .

A ssess p a tie n ts  p re se n t  a n d  p o te n tia l  level o f fu n c tio n in g .
! G In s tru c tio n  to be  given to p t/fa m ily :
I G  ROM a n d  L ig h t e x e rc ise s
I G Good body m e c h a n ic s

G T ran s fe rrin g
G  A ss is tin g  w /  a m b tiia tio n  th e ra p y  

I ~  I n s t ru c t  c a reg iv e r in sa fe ty  m e a s u re s  p e r tin e n t to p a tie n t  to in c lu d e :

G  Ebrplore re so u rc e s  for a s s is ta n c e  to m eet n e ed s
G U s t DME______________________________________________________________
O ther:

13. ALTERATION MENTAL/ 
NEURAL STATUS

S c a le : 1 2 3  4 5

GOALS
P a tie n t  « i l l  be m a in ta in e d  In  sa fe  
e n v iro m e n t th ro u g h  c h a n g e s  In  m e n ta l 
s u t u s .

G  M onitor c h a n g e s  in  m en ta l c o n c io u sn e ss  a n d  levels o f c o m m u n ic a tio n . 
G  A sse ss  level o f  ab ility  to follow d irec tio n s .
G  M edicate  a s  o rd e re d  a n d  m o n ito r  e ffec tiveness o f m ed s .
G  In s tru c t  fam ily  in  sa fe ty  in s tru c t io n s  to in c lu d e :________________________

G  In s tru c t  on  c o m m u n ic a tio n  tec h n iq u es , co n tro l of s t im u li ,  ct rea lity  
o r ien ta tio n .

O ther:

14. ALTERED CARDIAC/CIRC. 
FUNCTION/FLUID VOLUME 
DEFICIT S ca le : 1 2  3  4 5

GOALS I
P a t ie n t  w ill fu n c u o n  o p tim a lly  w ith in  lim itsi 
o f d is e a s e  p ro c e s s .  I

G  A ssess  B /P . p u lse  ra te , s tre n g th  a n d  rh y th m . 
G  A ssess  ac tiv ity  to le ran c e .
~  T each en erg y  c o n se rv a tio n .
— A ssess for Quid re te n tio n .
G  E v a lu a te  e ffec tiv en ess  o f m ed ic in e  regim e. 
O ther:

15. COPING OF PATIENT
S c a le : 1 2  3  4  5

G  Explore feelings a n d  th o u g h ts  reg ard in g  d e a th . 
O  Provide e m o tio n a l su p p o r t.
G  Prom ote positiv e  a d a p ta t io n  to d y in g  p rocess . 
O ther:

GOALS
P a tie n t  v e rb a liz e s  fee lin g s  o n  d e a th  a n d  
d y in g  a n d  e s ta b U s h  e le c t iv e  
c o m m u n ic a t io n  w ith  H o sp ice  s taff.

16. COPING OF FAMILY/CARE 
GIVER Scale: 12 3 4 5

GOALS
F a m ily  v e rb a liz e s  fe e lin g s  on  d e a t l i  a n d  
d y in g  a n d  e s ta b l i s h  e ffective  
c o m m u n ic a t io n  w ith  H o sp ice  s taff.

I  G  Provide active  lis te n in g  a n d  su p p o r t.
! G  E n co u rag e  v e rb a liz a tio n  of fee lin g s 
I G  Prom ote positive  a d a p ta t io n  to d y ing  process. 

O ther:



INTERDISCIPUNARY TEAM PLAN OF CARE
PT. NAME:---------------------------------------------------DATE:.

P A C E  3  O F  3

PROBLEMS INTERVENTIONS
I 17. ALTERATION IN SLEEP 

PATTERN Scale; 1 2 3 4 5

I GOALS
I  P a t ie a t  wlU e x p re s s  a d e ip ia te  p e r io d s  o f 
I s le e p  a n d  r e s t

I □  A sse ss  p a t ie n ts  p re v io u s  s le e p  p a tte rn s  a n d  p re se n t  s le e p  d ls tu b a n c c s .  
I C  M edicate a s  o rd e re d  a n d  m o n ito r  e ffec tiv en ess.
G In s tru c t  p a t ie n t / f a m ily  in :

C M edica tion  reg im e  
C Possib le  s id e  e ffec ts  
□  R e lax atio n  te c h n iq u e s  

I  O th e r

18. ALTERATION IN SKIN 
INTEGRITY S c a le : 1 2  3  4  5

: COALS

I Sldn mtegrity will be m aintained.

G Identify  invo lved  s i te s  a n d  a s s e s s  t is su e  c o n d itio n .
G Use egg c ra te  m a t t r e s s / s h e e p s k in .
^  U se a i r  p r e s s u r e  m a t t r e s s .
^  T u rn  &  p o s itio n  fo r c o m fo rt a t  le a s t  every  2  h o u rs .
G M onitor s t a t u s  fo r s ig n s  of p re s s u re  q visit/shift.
G  In s tru c t  p t jj / fa m ify  in  a s s e s s in g  sk in  for p re s s u re  a r e a s  d a ily . 
G  In s tru c t  p t /fa m ify  in  sk in  c a re  tec h n iq u es .
Other

COMMENTS:

Nurse, 2nd IDT Member.
Signature S ignature

HOME HEALTH AIDE EVALUATION
ARE PT/FAMILY SATISFIED WITH CARE? □ YES □ NO
IS NURSING HOME SATISFIED WITH CARE? □  YES □ NO
IS AIDE FOLLOWNG ASSIGNMENTS IN A SAFE MANNER? □  YES □ NO

PROBLEMS ENCOUN TERED:_________________________________________________

! EVALUATION OF AIDE'S PERFORMANCE: □  POOR □ FAIR □ GOOD □ EXCELLENT

i RN RECOMMENDATIONS:

I

REVIEWED BY: HHA;

RN:

DATE;

DATE



Appendix E

BEREAVEMENT ASSESSM ENT AND PLAN OF CARE

Patient Nam e ___________________________________________________________ID#

Admit ________  0 0 0 ________  D O B _______ Office Lccaticn

Primary
Bereaved

Address

Relationship 

Telephone .

RISK ASSESSM ENT: Check YES. NO. or UNKNOWN for each.

Yes Nc Unknown
Is bereaved free ct o ther family resconsibiiity? 
iS there adecua te  financial provision for bereaved? 
W as the family ab le  to share  feelings?
:s this the only current I'rfe crisis?

If NO, exciain:

:s there an adequate  support system ?
is the bereaved believed to be free of suicidal Ideation?
Is the bereaved believed to be free of problem s with substance usa 'abuse?

Add nam e to Bereavem ent mailing list

SIGNATURES: Date

Chaplain,

Nurse/PCC

SooialW orker,

04/95



Appendix F

AS DEATH DRAWS NEAR
Tr= 'Cü'c'.vrç =r= zsscr.cticr.s z: zcrr.e ci •J’.s signs ar: 

zas.ti’.. '.'c: ail :: symctc.T.s '.vtil acnsar at tha same t:~= arc acme zi Tiem may
never acaear at ail. Seme may arise a few hcurs aafcre daam ,vrn= amers may := 
sreser.t mr several weeks sricr :c deatM.

Cur n c se  :s T:a: sy  snaring üiis 'nfc.mtaticn witn ycu a may nelp aiiaviats se m e  :: 
•fte csm.mcn rears arc  artxieties zi caregivers :n a sifficurt time. V.'e have in siu ssc  sem e  
sucgesticr.s :: heic yea in helping year Icved cne reel mere csmisrtapie as death craws 
near.

NUTHITICNAL CHANGES

•  r c c c  is the way in which we all energize car cccies and sastain car 'was. hcw ever  
the dying crccess  d ees  net recuire naqtticn. ^  death accrcaches there is a 
ce c r ea sed  need  fcr feed  and fluids , asT he.: c c ^ 'c c n s e r /e s  its er.enr/ :cr ccdliy 
c r c c e s s e s a ^ l^ m c r e h c n s i^ ^ e ta r s g a n d  cainiess_ c r c c e s s ^  i.t^ ^Æ csssym ptcm s c: 
swelling, vcm ü ih gan d  T s* n e ic i1 ^ K n n a te . As deatn^aëcrcisëes?.vii!cv .‘inc cften 
c e c c m e s  mcr^cifficarL

W S SUGGEST that y ea  crc’/icVTFçnî meals wtirTrüçn caicric and :  retain center-:. 
Licaid sacs: am arts, sacn a s  '=rtsârëT ^ë% e^:rêfêrf%  ever sciic d e c s . Scit r'cccs. 
sacn  as catmeal. caccin g  arc ic s -c r c a m ij^ ’̂ c e -e a s ie r  dr the catter; tc c:gea:. 
S em i-iica ic s^ sa cn  as .m i ik ^ h ^ e g iu ie ^ ^ c ^ j é i lc c ; ^  cften easiermtc s.vallcw. 
E ernernzecdcïçr/e^rccciin -^sm aiR sm cShtsS liêiîin^th^heëc'cnths'-cecf wnrie eating. 
Fcrcinc d e c  cr ëaics m ay cniy increase the anxiety and cisccmfcrr d r  the catiena  
It's ck ay  net tc eat cr crtnk.

5G W E L  AND SLADDEn CHANGES

•  A dsc.*ease in ahns cutcut may c e  evident, if the patient has a ciadcer catheter 
the urine may accear cark, cieacy. cr ccntain sedirttent.
•  Patients cften excsrien cs a less cf ccntrcl of ccwei and ciadcer fancticr.s.

WE SUG G EST that yea  place waterprccf cads under the patient and u se  hygiene  
techniques. This wiil help the patient remain ccmfcrtadie as well as preventing cccr  
and skin tears. Try to rem em cer that le ss  cf ccwe! and ciadcer ccntrci is cften 
extrem ely em carrassing to the patient. Ahemct to Pathe and clean herrhim v/ith care 
and dignity.



RESPIRATORY CHANGES
•  Brsathinç patîam s cfîsn  drançs. Breathing may becam e m ere îacored with 
resciraticns ceccm in g  more .-ecic and often more shailcw. Respirations m ay inorease  
from normal rates of 1 c-ZQ per minute, to iO-cO breaths per minute.
•  Respirations frequently d ecrease as well, often to as few as 5-9 per minute. The 
patient may excerien ca  periods of apnea (when breathing stops completely fcr a s  many 
as 10 to -iS seco n d s before resuming).
•  You may notice puffing or plowing of the lies when the patient exhales. T h ese  are all 
com m on signs of im pencing death.
•  Oral secretions m ay becom e more profuse and coilec: in the back of the threat 
creating a 'rattly* sound in the lungs and/cr upper throat.

WE SUG G EST that you ele’/ate the head of the bed slightly. T hese even ts are the 
normal course o f even ts and while they may cause anxiety far patient and caregivers, it 
is not painful for the patient, it is important to remian as calm as possible so  a s  not to 
alarm the patient. ss

-SENSORY CHANGES

•  I n e  patient m ay experience a decreased ciarity  of heahnc and cr vision.
_  J

WE SUG G EST that you keep the  rcocgiweiglit ano^speak ta’the patient from the
head of thesbed=-_R em em ce!=tiia (3 in n n s ! ^ i t e ^ h e . j a s t  oLthesCseiTses to c e a s e
functioning^aîd'may-ren:arrr:n%rijntiP%à^^érefcrè-dë^M?y^^snything in front
cf the patient that you do not wish him/her to hear. Rememcer that touching is often
th e  b est  communication when wcrcs and conversation are not possible.

•  T he lower jaw may relax resulting in symptoms of dry mouth.

WE SUG G EST that you keep the patient's mouth moist. Give the patient ios chips 
or offer small drops of water. Artfficial saliva is available and often com forts the 
patient.

•  T h e eyelids m ay remain slightly open and the ayes may have a g lassy  look. At 
tim es patients h ave increased tearing.

W E SU G G EST that you u se  a humidifier in the room and/cr moist cioths on the 
e y e s . There are also a number of products cn the market for keeping the a y e s  moist.



SKIN CHANGES
•  The arm s and lees cf the patient may beccm e ccci wniie t ie  undarsids cf the  
patient's body som etim es becom es darker and purplisfi in color.
•  T he hands, k n ees  and feet cf ùhe patient may becom e mottled cr blotchy.
•  The skin m ay accear pale in color and there may be increased perspiration and a  
•clammy* fee! of the skin.

W S  SU G G E ST  that you keep the patient werm without using eiectnc b lankets  
which m ay bum the tender skin cf the patient Change linens as needed  tc keep  the  
patient dry. Turn the patient frecusntiy to prevent skin breakdown.

MOBILITY CHANGES

•  Patients often experience decreased sensation and power of motion and reflexes  
are cften lost, first in the leg s  and thenJnlM èarm sT 'y

patient is ric longer aclfr ta  get out of bed we suggest that the patient be a im ed  every  
hwo hours to o rev en tcressu re  ancsxih'Sreakdawn^ -

PSYCHOL O G Ï& Ë C H ANGES /

•  S leep  wns&“ mbreiTreqüënranc~the^^tîènhmày^b6Corris*fncf»difficuit tc arou se . 
This m ay b e  the first change noticed and Is a result ci changes in the b c c y s  aciiity to 
function.

W E SU G G E ST  that you plan your time with the patient when h e/sh e s e e m s  m ors  
a ler t

•  T he patient m ay becom e mors withdrawn and display a loss of Interest in the world 
around them . This may also extend to people, including loved.cnes.

W E SU G G E ST  that you rememcer that this is a common ccourrenoe and to not 
take it a s  a  personal rejection.

•  T he vo ice  of the patient wiil cften w eaken and the patient may talk less.

W E SU G G E ST  that you avoid tiring the patient with prolonged visits and  
con versation s.



•  Patients m ay exnerienca increased ccnfusicn accut time, place and the identity cf 
friends, relatives and ether familiar pecple.

WE SU G G EST that ycu menticn the day and time to the patient frequently. 5 e  sure 
to identify yourself when ycu enter the rccm and refer to pecple in the room by nam e.

•  Patients m ay ex p en en ce  increased restlessness and pulling at their bed linens and 
clothes.

WE SU G G EST that ycu speak calmly and with reassurance tc the patient. Try not to 
startle cr frighten the patient.

•  Patients may report vivid dreams or visions. They may also report seeing  p ecp le cr 
things net visible to others. This may represent a life review of one's history. Or, it may 
indicate the patient's reflection on meaningful past relationships or the anticipation of 
being reunited with loved c n e s  who have preceded them in death cr with religious spirits.

WE S U G G ttjsftacr /cu sa ttO T C t^ o ' listen with ernpathv^^c: tea net: disco un t this 
exoehenca-be^üsë-iH isT saU ro-théîoatient. P .eassure-vcïjrséiE ^âithegàtient that this
IS a ccm m cnrcccarrenca.

•  S om etim es a patierrt m ay experience-an increasc-irrenergy. i ney may apoear m ere 
alert and their aooetite mav retumr-The'Amav also have-increased interest in hteracticn
with ethers. --------

WE S U G G S ^ t b ^ y c u : c e f è b r a t ^ a e t im e s a n & ^ h o f ^ ^  as a chance
tc finish any'unfinished b u sin ess you may have with the paiienC^

AS DEATH DRAWS NEAR

As death craw s near, w e  all experience different feelings and levels of anxiety. W e  
h c c e  that th ese  su c c e s t ic n s  mav helo you find som e level cf comfort during this 
difficult time.

If at any time ycu have ether concerns cr questions, do not hesitate to call the 
h o sp ice  office. Our staff is avaiiabie hours to assist cur patients and their families 
in any w ay possib le .



J^pendix G

Signs of Death

No breachina

No nearrbeac

jOss of bowel and bladder control

No resDonse tc shakina or shoutcnc

Eyelids slightly open

-ves tinea

Jaw relaxed and mouth slightly open

2 2 1



APPENDIX H

OFFICE OF RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

The University of Oklahoma 
Norman Campus

MEMORANDUM

TO: Jennifer Gouriey, Curriculum Ad>^or
Graduate College j  X

FROM: Karen M. Retry,
Office of Research Admirv^ation

DATE: December 3, 1997

SUBJECT: IRB-Review of Use of Human Subjects
In Dissertation Research Project (98-105)

This is to confirm that Karl V. Winton’s study, ‘Speaking About Death: An 
Ethography of a Community Hospice,” has been reviewed by the Institutional 
Review Board, Norman Campus. This study meets the criteria for consideration 
under the exempt from Board review category.

Please contact me if you require any additional information regarding this 
approval.

CO: Dr. E. Lauretta Taylor, Chair, IRB-NC
Dr. Lawrence Wieder, Faculty Sponsor, Communication 
Karl V. Winton, Principal Investigator, Communication
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